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AL SHAQAB ON TOP OF THE WORLD
by Michele MacDonald
   Spontaneous groans and relieved smiles took their
turns on Dubai's IMAX theater stage as connections of
the 16 horses that will vie for racing's biggest prize, the
$10-million G1 Dubai World Cup sponsored by Emirates
Airlines, drew post positions in an elaborate ceremony
yesterday.
   As delighted as any of the participants who drew the
most coveted numbers was Harry Herbert, Racing

Advisor to Qatari Sheikh Joaan bin
Hamad Al Thani's Al Shaqab
Racing, which yesterday sealed a
last moment deal with Coolmore to
purchase a 50% interest in G1
Investec Derby winner Ruler of The
World (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}). From
Saturday on, Ruler of the World will
race in Al Shaqab=s silks under the
partnership of Al Shaqab Racing,
Mrs. John Magnier, Michael Tabor
and Derrick Smith. He will continue
to be trained by Aidan O'Brien and
ridden by his son, Joseph, and will
stand at Coolmore upon retirement
from racing.

   "It's been a very recent development, just over the
last two or three days,@ Herbert told PA Sport. AWhen
he retires, Al Shaqab will also receive 50% of his stud
value. He is a horse that Sheikh Joaan has always liked
and pinpointed him as a horse he'd like to be involved
with, especially with this weekend in mind. It's great to
be involved in races like this. Whatever happens on
Saturday, it is a long season and he'll be a great
addition. Sheikh Joaan spoke to John Magnier about
acquiring a stake and it went from there. Hopefully it is
the start of a great partnership as Al Shaqab also has a
share in a Galileo 2-year-old with Coolmore. If, for
whatever reason, at some point in the season Joseph is
unavailable to ride, then Frankie [Dettori] will step in."
Cont. p6

TOP SOPHOMORES LINE UP AT GP & FG
   Cairo Prince (Pioneerof the Nile) tops the list of eight
sophomores signed on for the
GI Besilu Stables Florida Derby
at Gulfstream, while Intense
Holiday (Harlan=s Holiday)
headlines a 10-horse field at
Fair Grounds for the GII
Louisiana Derby Saturday. Both
races are major stops on the
road to the GI Kentucky Derby
offering 100 points for first, 40
for second, 20 for third and 10
for fourth. Cont. p13

THE UGLY TRUTH ABOUT HORSE RACING 

   An exposé by PETA, published in The New York Times, shows a side of the
sport that the industry has tried hard to shield from public view. 
By Andrew Cohen, The Atlantic

   Publishers’ note: Since the publication of the PETA charges in the
New York Times last Thursday alleging cruelty in trainer Steve
Asmussen’s barn, thousands of words have been written on the topic.
In our estimation, there have been none more salient than those of
Andrew Cohen, in The Atlantic. The article is reprinted here with their
permission.

   There are essentially three types of people in horse
racing. There are the crooks who dangerously drug or
otherwise abuse their horses, or who countenance such
conduct from their agents, and who then dare the
industry to come catch them. Then there are the dupes
who labor under the fantasy that the sport is broadly
fair and honest. And there are those masses in the
middleCneither naive nor cheaters but rather honorable
soulsCwho know the industry is more crooked than it
ought to be but who still don't do all they can to fix the
problem.
   The first category, the cheaters, are a small, feral
minority still large enough to stain the integrity of the
sport for everyone else. The second category, the
innocents, also a small group, are more or less
hopelessCif they haven't figured out by now they are
being wronged they likely never will. So it is from the
third category of horsemen and horsewomen, the
far-too-silent majority, the good people who see wrong
but won't give their all to right it, where serious reform
must come if the sport is to survive and thrive. Cont. p3
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Rain in Dubai

Catch up with Lucas Marquardt as he continues
his Dubai adventure and get the trackside report
from Liesl King, who provides insight on
yesterday’s rainy conditions.

Page 8

Frank Gabriel Returns

to the U.S.

Michele MacDonald sits down with Frank Gabriel,
who is preparing to leave his post as CEO of the
Dubai Racing Club to return home to the U.S.,
where he will become the racing secretary for
Belmont Park and Saratoga Race Course.
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News Today

NYRA ups security for the GI Wood Memorial, while on the West Coast Tom
Ludt is named Santa Anita president. Also, Dubai racing officials announce purse
increases for next year’s G1 Dubai World Cup.
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Op-Ed

The State Journal editor Dan Liebman gives his thoughts on the PETA investigation
of conditioner Steve Asmussen’s operation in a piece called “Please Stand Up.”
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"You are fooling only
yourself if you think
the whole world isn't
aware of and
repulsed by what
nasty business you
allow to go on inside
your sport."

The Ugly Truth About Horse Racing cont. from p1

   And that's why
expos‚s about the
abuse of racehorses,
like the one posted
last week by Joe
Drape in The New
York Times, are so
important. They
don't aim to offer
salvation to the
unholy or to rouse
the ignorant from
their slumber. They
speak directly
instead to the many
good and honest people in horse racing whose
consciences are still in play. And they say to those
respectable people, in essence, "You are fooling only
yourself if you think the whole world isn't aware of and
repulsed by what nasty business you allow to go on
inside your sport." 

The Clubhouse Turn...
   The story in question, "PETA Accuses Two Trainers
of Cruelty," came on like a thunderclap and is profound
for many reasons. First, the video upon which it is
based allows people to see for themselves a little* of
what animal activists have long alleged at the highest
level of thoroughbred racing. 

   The focus is on trainer Steve Asmussen, a
controversial conditioner, and his top assistant trainer,
Scott Blasi.** The images are of the treatment of
world-class horses training at two of the most revered
and distinguished tracks in AmericaCChurchill Downs in
Louisville, Kentucky, and the Saratoga Race Course in
upstate New York. 
   The fact that the story comes from Drape, and the
fact that the Times hitches its wagon to PETA, gives
the sport's legions of apologists room to dodge,
deflect, or blame the messenger, in this case a paper
that has aggressively covered the sport and activists
whom racing insiders love to hate. But it is a mistake to
conflate hostility toward PETA with the dismissal of its
work. Virtually no one beyond racing cares how PETA
got the video for the same reason that virtually no one
cares how activists get other undercover video of
alleged animal abuse; people care only about what is in
the video. Click here for the link to the PETA video
linked to the piece in The Times. 
   The story and the video also are significantCand
something differentCbecause they blend together the
rampant use of drugs on horses with claims of animal
cruelty in a way that has been understated even among
reform-minded racing insiders. You can be cruel to a
horse by hitting it or "buzzing" it with an illegal device.
You can abuse a horse by forcing it to race lamely
when it is lame. And you can abuse a horse by giving it
too many drugs to get it to the races (or to make it race
faster). Cont. p4
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But it is a mistake to
conflate hostility toward
PETA with the dismissal
of its work. Virtually no
one beyond racing cares
how PETA got the video
for the same reason that
virtually no one cares
how activists get other
undercover video of
alleged animal abuse;
people care only about
what is in the video. 

The Ugly Truth About Horse Racing cont.
   So if racing officials won't stop this practice for the

sake of bettors
or owners, how
about stopping it
for the sake of
horses?
   This is why
even the simple
headline of the
Times' piece
crystallizes the
story in a way
that resonates
with the outside
world. Cruelty.
No one beyond
the world of
horse racing
cares if industry
insiders cheat
each other. But

plenty of people beyond the world of horse racing cares
if the animals at the heart of the sport are treated
cruelly. Horse racing simply cannot survive if the
general public believes racehorses are abused or
neglected. I have no idea if Asmussen and Blasi are
guilty of anything and I accuse them here of nothing.
My point is that it doesn't really matter. The whole
industry is guilty of letting it get this far.

The Backstretch...
   The sport's immediate reaction to the video, like the
industry itself, was split essentially into three. There
was the camp, suspicious of the origins of the story,
that downplayed it or worse. There was the camp that
cited the story as vindicating proof of the need for
reform. And there was the camp, petrified, that uttered
a lot of empty platitudes about how concerned they
are. But so many members of all of these groups are so
complicit in what PETA and the Times allege that they
cannot even proclaim today that they are "Shocked!" to
learn that racehorses are treated this way. The chorus
here is part of the play.
   It is true, of course, that most trainers, assistant
trainers, jockeys, drivers, caretakers, and veterinarians
care a great deal about their horses and would never
intentionally harm them. But so what? How many
abused horses is too many? Saying that there are
exceptions to the rule of decent horse care is no
answer to PETA or to the Times. The real story here is
not that Steve Asmussen may be an outlier. It is that so
many in the sport know that he is not. The story is not
that this news is a surprise but that it took so long to
emerge. You can blame PETACyou can always blame
PETACbut for what, exactly?
   The alleged behavior goes on, decade after decade,
because the industry is unwilling to police itself.
Because state regulators are feckless and because there
is no uniformity among racing jurisdictions. 
Cont. p5
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The Breed Shaping Mares of Hill ‘n’ Dale ...

Hill ‘n’ Dale’s prestigious Broodmare Band 
consists of an illustrious group of mares 

like no other in the commercial breeding industry
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... Producing Unique Results Unrivaled at Public Auction

Sold 11 Million dollar HorSeS in 2013,
More tHan any otHer conSignor

•	EstablishEd	3	NEw	world	rEcord	PricEs	at	Public	auctioN:
  Better Than Honour: $14,000,000 - Current World Record Price
  Playful Act (IRE): $10,500,000 - World Record Price
  Stardom Bound: $5,700,000 - Current World Record Price for a 2YO filly

•	coNsigNEd	77	MillioN	dollar	horsEs	iN	thE	last	dEcadE
  In the past 5 years, no consignor has sold as many Million Dollar Horses as  
  Hill ‘n’ Dale Sales Agency

•	coNsigNEd	thE	highEst-PricEd	horsE	at	Public	auctioN	
   in nortH aMerica in 2013
  Betterbetterbetter: $5,200,000 - FTKNOV Sales Topper

•	coNsigNEd	thE	2013	KEEsEP	salEs-toPPiNg	Filly,	as	wEll	as	
	 		two	sEssioN-toPPiNg	colts
  Indian Charlie - Take Charge Lady Yearling Filly: $2,200,000
  Medaglia d’Oro - Supercharger Yearling Colt: $1,700,000
  Smart Strike - Serenading Yearling Colt: $1,000,000

World Record set by
Hill ‘n’ Dale in 2008

World Record set by
Hill ‘n’ Dale in 2007

2012 KEENOV 
Sales Topper

2011 KEESEP
Sales Topper

We invite your inquiry.   John Sikura: cell (859) 983-8290  •  Donato Lanni: cell (859) 621-5578 
640 N. Yarnallton Pike, Lexington, KY 40511  •  (859) 255-8290  •  www.hillndalefarms.com
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The Ugly Truth About Horse Racing cont.
   Because the people who develop performance-
enhancing drugs are almost always one step ahead of
the officials developing tests for those drugs. 
   Because veterinarians give their horses too many
drugs too often. And because too many still within the
sport equate real reform with a bad-for-marketing
acknowledgement of how bad things are. Well, guess
what. We are here. There is no longer a man behind a
curtain.

   Now the
traditionalists
Cand by that
I mean the
well-meaning
folks who
have brought
horse racing
in America to
the precipice
of collapseC
are mortified

to know that this story will have legs (sorry) through
the Triple Crown season. This is so because PETA
didn't just drop the video on the world: Its officials also
brought litigation, in both federal and state court, and
that in turn has aroused from their perpetual torpor
racing regulators in New York and Kentucky. The story
of thoroughbred racing in 2014 will forever be linked
the story from PETA and the Times. It's up to the
industry to make something good from that.

The Finish Line...
   How about telling the truth? It can finally set this
industry free. Instead of pretending this problem of
abuse does not exist, or claiming that the problem is
under control, the sport can take the bold leap it will
need to take to get to the other sideCthe side where
animal activists aren't picketing racetracks. That will
mean more money for enhanced drug tests. It will mean
legislative efforts to better regulate trainers and
veterinarians. It will mean swifter and stricter
punishment for offenders. It will mean an end to the
insider's code of silence.
   "If you see something, say something" ought to be
horse racing's newest rule. Wouldn't that help?
Everyone in horse racing, at least everyone I know or
know of, already pretty much knows what's on the
tape. Anyone who has ever spent time in a shed row or
on a backstretch knows that this sort of stuff goes on,
in some barns but not others, by some trainers and not
others, in the
shadows of the
sport. That it
was allegedly
this trainer, at
these tracks,
was great
marketing by
PETA. But that
doesn't mean the story isn't real or that it can easily be
dismissed. Cont. p6

The story of thoroughbred
racing in 2014 will forever
be linked the story from
PETA and the Times. It's up
to the industry to make
something good from that.

If the sport cannot find a
way to rid itself of a culture
that abides all of this it not
only won't survive—it won't
deserve to survive. 
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The Ugly Truth About Horse Racing cont.
   If the sport cannot find a way to rid itself of a culture
that abides all of this it not only won't surviveCit won't
deserve to survive. Barry Weisbord, publisher of the
Thoroughbred Daily News, was right in his rant over the
weekend. The industry needs a fourth group, of earnest
people at the core of the industry, who no longer are
content to remain silent and watch their friends,
neighbors, or competitors ruin it for the rest. In horse
racing, as in life, there is no such thing as "almost
honest" or "somewhat crooked" or "slightly abused."

* PETA claims it has seven hours of video, which were
reviewed by Joe Drape of the Times, and which
reportedly will be released before the Kentucky Derby in
early May. Linked to Drape's piece is a nine-minute
video from PETA which alleges certain conduct not
shown on screen. "The video and the report show how
multiple drugs are given daily to racehorsesCwhether
they need them or notCby grooms and employees so
they can pass veterinarians' visual inspections, make it
to the racetrack or perform at a higher level," Drape
wrote.
** Blasi, evidently, is no longer employed by Asmussen.

Andrew Cohen is a contributing editor at The Atlantic, 60 Minutes' first-ever
legal analyst, and a fellow at the Brennan Center for Justice. He is also chief
analyst for CBS Radio News and has won a Murrow Award as one of the
nation's leading legal journalists. Cohen is the winner of the American Bar
Association’s 2012 Silver Gavel Award for his Atlantic commentary about
the death penalty in America and the winner of the Humane Society’s 2012
Genesis Award for his coverage of the plight of America’s wild horses. A
racehorse owner and breeder, Cohen also is a two-time winner of both the
John Hervey and O’Brien Awards for distinguished commentary about horse
racing.

Copyright 2014 The Atlantic.com as published in The Atlantic Online.
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency. The original article may be
read here.

Al Shaqab on Top of the World cont. from p1
   Following the script of the draw, Herbert sprang to
the stage when an Emirates flight attendant selected a
small model of the airline's A380 plane out of 16 such
models on display and found Ruler of The World's name
attached underneath it. Herbert then chose one of 16
small models of a traditional Arabian wind tower, under
which was pasted the number 12. 
   Regardless of the post position, Herbert emphasized
that everyone in the Al Shaqab organization, which is
rapidly establishing itself as a force with which to be
reckoned in racing, is just happy to be represented in
the 19th running of the Dubai World Cup Mar. 29 at
Meydan. 

   "It's very exciting. Sheikh Joaan and Al Shaqab
Racing are thrilled to get involved with the horse and
very thankful to John Magnier and the [Coolmore]
team," Herbert said. Ruler of The World has not raced
since his third-place effort in the 
G1 Champion S. at Ascot in October.
   While an outside post did not dampen the spirit of the
ebullient Herbert, others clearly suffered figurative
daggers to the heart after drawing unfavorable
numbers. Cont. p7

FEATURE PRESENTATION • G1 DUBAI WORLD CUP

Harry Herbert draws 12 for Ruler of the World
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Al Shaqab on Top of the World cont.
   Nicholas Bachalard, former assistant to Christophe
Clement who is training multiple American Grade I
winner Ron the Greek (Full Mandate) for Saudi King
Abdullah bin Abdulaziz and his sons, picked No. 16 and
noted that everyone could relax since he got the worst
number.
   Yet Bachalard tried to look on the bright side. "He's
prepared very well and we've been very happy with
that," he said. Racing in Saudi Arabia as Wattani, Ron
the Greek won a Feb. 15 allowance race over 1800
meters on dirt; he will be ridden in the Dubai World Cup
by Jose Lezcano, who guided him to victory in the 
GI Jockey Club Gold Cup at Belmont Park last fall.
Al Shaqab on Top of the World cont.
   Along with Bachalard, Mickael Barzalona was
crestfallen after his selection of No. 15 for his
Godolphin mount, Cat O'Mountain (Street Cry {Ire}),
one of a pair in the race trained by Charlie Appleby,
whose other runner, Vancouverite (GB) (Dansili {GB})
will start from post three. "With this draw, it will not be
very easy," murmured Barzalona, looking down at the
floor. 
   William Haggas, who trains Sheikh Hamdan bin
Rashid al Maktoum's Mukhadram (GB) (Shamardal),
was equally displeased with No. 13. "I'd have preferred
a low [number], but there you go. There's nothing you
can do about the draw or the [unusually rainy] weather
so you just have to get on with it," said Haggas.
   The only trainer not displeased with an outside post
was Ed Dunlop, who selected No. 14 for Red Cadeaux
(GB) (Cadeaux Genereux {GB}), the big chestnut
gelding who finished second in the 2013 Dubai World
Cup to Animal Kingdom (Leroidesanimaux {Brz}).
   "We're always going to take our time [during the
early going of the race], so I don't think it matters,"
said Dunlop, adding that he would be very pleased if
Red Cadeaux finished second again. While the World
Cup winner collects $6 million, the runner-up earns a
hefty $2 million consolation prize.
   Two of the happiest people on stage during the
ceremony were Hong Kong-based trainers John Moore
and Richard Gibson, who respectively drew posts eight
and four for their charges Military Attack (Ire) (Oratorio
{Ire}), the reigning Hong Kong Horse of the Year, and
Akeed Mofeed (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}), winner of the 
G1 Hong Kong Cup in December.
   "That's exactly what I wanted," said Moore of post
eight. "We're looking forward to the challenge and I'm
sure the two Hong Kong horses will do very well."
   Gibson smiled when told the four post has produced
the most winners over course and distance at Meydan.  
  "All the bad draws had gone, so the pressure was
off," Gibson said, quipping "thanks guys" to his
colleagues who had selected the undesirable posts.
   Saeed bin Suroor, who has saddled more Dubai World
Cup winners than any other trainer with five, will send
out two runners: Prince Bishop (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}),
winner of the top local prep race for the World Cup, the
G1 Al Maktoum Challenge Round III, and 2012 G2
Godolphin Mile winner African Story (GB) (Pivotal {GB}).

   Starting from the rail, Prince Bishop "will need luck in
the race," said bin Suroor, who praised the 7-year-old
gelding as "a better horse by far" this year compared to
previous seasons. Kieren Fallon will ride and wear the
colors of Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed al Maktoum.
   Jockey Silvestre De Sousa drew post six for
Godolphin's African Story and said he felt it was right
where he wanted to be in the race.
   The fields for all five Group 1s on Saturday=s Dubai
World Cup card are as follows.  Click here to share this story

Saturday, Meydan, Dubai, post time: 2:05 p.m. EDT
DUBAI WORLD CUP-G1, $10,000,000, NH 4yo/up & SH 3yo/up,
2000m(AWT)
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 Prince Bishop (Ire) Dubawi (Ire) Fallon bin Suroor
2 Belshazzar (Jpn) King Kamehameha (Jpn) Lemaire Matsuda
3 Vancouverite (GB) Dansili (GB) Buick Appleby
4 Akeed Mofeed (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Whyte Gibson
5 Sanshaawes (SAf) Ashawees Soumillon de Kock
6 African Story (GB) Pivotal (GB) De Sousa bin Suroor
7 Hillstar (GB) Danehill Dancer (Ire) Moore Stoute
8 Military Attack (Ire) Oratorio (Ire) Moreira Moore
9 Side Glance (GB) Passing Glance (GB) Spencer Balding
10 Surfer Distorted Humor Mullen Seemar
11 Hokko Tarumae (Jpn) King Kamehameha (Jpn) Miyuki Nishiura
12 Ruler of the World (Ire) Galileo (Ire) O’Brien O’Brien
13 Mukhadram (GB) Shamardal Hanagan Haggas
14 Red Cadeaux (GB) Cadeaux Genereux (GB) Mosse Dunlop
15 Cat O’Mountain Street Cry (Ire) Barzalona Appleby
16 Ron the Greek Full Mandate Lezcano Bachalard
All carry 125 pounds

Saturday, Meydan, Dubai, post time: 1:17 p.m. EDT
DUBAI SHEEMA CLASSIC-G1, $5,000,000, NH 4yo/up & SH 3yo/up,
2410mT
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Excellent Result (Ire) Shamardal De Sousa bin Suroor 124
2 Mars (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Hughes de Kock 124
3 Denim and Ruby (Jpn) Deep Impact (Jpn) Hamanaka Sumii 120
4 Magician (Ire) Galileo (Ire) O’Brien O’Brien 124
5 Mount Athos (Ire) Montjeu (Ire) Fallon Botti 125
6 Dunaden (Fr) Nicobar (GB) Spencer Delzangles 125
7 Ambivalent (Ire) Authorized (Ire) Atzeni Varian 121
8 Meandre (Fr) Slickly (Fr) Dobbs Watson 125
9 Festive Cheer (Fr) Montjeu (Ire) Heffernan O’Brien 124
10 Dubday (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Dettori Ghazali 124

11 Twilight Eclipse K Purim Lezcano Albertrani 125
12 Gentildonna (Jpn) Deep Impact (Jpn) Moore Ishizaka 121
13 Empoli (Ger) Halling de Vries Schiergen 124

Saturday, Meydan, Dubai, post time: 12:39 p.m. EDT
DUBAI DUTY FREE-G1, $5,000,000, NH 4yo/up & SH 3yo/up, 1800mT
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER

1 Mshawish K Medaglia d’Oro Dettori Delzangles
2 Just A Way (Jpn) Heart’s Cry (Jpn) Fukunaga Sugai
3 Anaerobio (Arg) Catcher in the Rye (Ire) Marcus de Kock
4 The Fugue (GB) Dansili (GB) Buick Gosden
5 Educate (GB) Echo of Light (GB) Guyon Mohammed
6 Tokei Halo (Jpn) Gold Halo (Jpn) Take Shimizu
7 Trade Storm (GB) Trade Fair (GB) Spencer Simcock
8 Tasaday Nayef De Sousa bin Suroor
9 Blazing Speed (GB) Dylan Thomas (Ire) Moreira Cruz
10 Dank (GB) Dansili (GB) Moore Stoute
11 Vercingetorix (SAf) Silvano (Ger) Soumillon de Kock
12 Logotype (Jpn) Lohengrin (Jpn) Demuro Tanaka
13 Hunter’s Light (Ire) Dubawi (Ire) Fallon bin Suroor
All carry 125 pounds bar The Fugue, Tasaday and Dank, 121 pounds.
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Dubai Fields cont.

Saturday, Meydan, Dubai, post time: 11:41 a.m. EDT
DUBAI GOLDEN SHAHEEN-G1, $2,000,000, 3yo/up, 1200m(AWT)
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 Krypton Factor (GB) Kyllachy (GB) Morris Nass
2 Balmont Mast (Ire) Balmont Moore Lynam
3 Nawwaar Distorted Humor Hanagan Al Raihe
4 Sterling City (Aus) Nadeem (Aus) Moreira Moore

5 Reynaldothewizard K Speightstown Mullen Seemar
6 Zee Bros Brother Derek Dettori Benzel

7 United Color K Ghostzapper Buick Selvaratnm
8 Complicate (Aus) Commands (Aus) De Sousa bin Suroor
9 Russian Soul (Ire) Invincible Spirit (Ire) Foley Halford
10 Jamesie (Ire) Kodiac (GB) Lynch Marnane
11 My Catch (Ire) Camacho (GB) Dobbs Watson
12 Rich Tapestry (Ire) Hly Roman Emperor (Ire) Doleuze Chang
13 Bello (Aus) Exceed and Excel (Aus) Barzalona Appleby
All carry 132 pounds bar My Catch, 123 pounds.

Saturday, Meydan, Dubai, post time: 11:03 a.m. EDT
AL QUOZ SPRINT-G1, $1,000,000, 3yo/up, 1000mT
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 Joy and Fun (NZ) Cullen (Aus) Doyle Cruz
2 Sole Power (GB) Kyllachy (GB) Moore Lynam
3 Sholaan (Ire) Invincible Spirit (Ire) Buick Selvaratnm
4 Medicean Man (GB) Medicean (GB) Bentley Gask
5 Beat Baby (Ire) Johannesburg Graberg Petersen
6 Hamza (Ire) Amadeus Wolf (GB) Callan Ryan
7 Berlino Di Tiger (Brz) Tiger Heart Goncalves Caramori
8 Amber Sky (Aus) Exceed and Excel (Aus) Moreira Yiu
9 Dux Scholar (GB) Oasis Dream (GB) Dobbs Watson
10 Catcall (Fr) One Cool Cat Peslier Sogorb
11 Ahtoug (GB) Byron (GB) Barzalona Appleby
12 Shea Shea (SAf) National Emblem (SAf) Soumillon de Kock
All carry 125 pounds.

RAIN, SNOW IN DUBAI
   The average annual rainfall in the United Arab
Emirates is 3.7@. So I
believed Michael
Dickinson yesterday
when he told me that
Dubai gets a good
two-day soaking--like
the one we=re currently
getting--once a year.
Not that the folks back
in the States are
feeling much
sympathy, but it was
an atypically gray, wet
day yesterday, and the
forecast is for another one Thursday. 

   As fellow TDN contributor Michele MacDonald and I
pulled up to Meydan at 6 a.m., we could see only a
handful of journalists in the area designated for us at
the clubhouse turn of the track. Then we saw why: the
rest were crammed under the small white hospitality
tent that serves coffee and pastries. We sat in the car
and waited. Finally, the rain tapered, and folks, us
included, ventured out to get their work done. 
   Between the morning trackwork and the late
afternoon=s post-position draw, there was a gap to be
filled, so I hopped on the Metro and ventured down to

the Mall of the Emirates
(not to be confused with
Dubai Mall), which is
home to Ski Dubai, a
22,500-square-meter
indoor downhill slope. I
ski like I play most
sports: with little skill,
but with enough reckless
enthusiasm to get me by,
and figured, tourist trap
or not, it would be hard

to pass up the novelty of skiing in the desert. 
   A $65 adult ticket gets you boots and skis (or a
snowboard), as well as snow pants and a jacket, and 
2 hours on the, em, mountain. Gloves and hats can be
purchased for $5 or so. The rental area looks like that
of any ski area, but then an escalator takes you up a
flight, and you step through a pair of sliding glass doors
into what=s essentially a massive, temperature-
controlled warehouse that rises up 85 meters. As you
look up, you see the hill doglegs to the left, so that the
slope is roughly L-shaped. 
   The temperature during the day is a constant 301F
(dropping to 211F at night during snow making), so it=s
easy to imagine the place being packed when the
summertime temps hit three figures. Three feet of very
adequate man-made snow covers the hill. 
   A tow rope can get skiers up the hill, but it=s easier to
hop on the quad-lift, which reaches the top, a
quarter-mile up, in five
minutes. From there, you
have the option of two runs;
the one that runs to the
right, despite an Aexperts
only@ warning, is just slightly
more difficult. (The Ski Dubai
site claims to have five runs,
so one of us isn=t amazing at
math.) It takes about 
30 seconds to get to the
bottom, and while it=s hardly
a heart-stopping ride, I zipped
back up and repeated the run
five or six times. 
   If you=re a beginner, you
can take an inexpensive lesson and be out there skiing
in under an hour. If you=re experienced and come with
reasonable expectations, you can find a lot worse ways
to spend an hour or two. Cont. p9

Rain on the Windshield at Meydan

Rental Area at Ski Dubai

On the Quad Lift at Ski Dubai
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SYNTHETIC SURFACES IN NORTH AMERICA

Track All-Weather Surface
Arlington Park Polytrack
Del Mar Polytrack
Keeneland Polytrack
Turfway Park Polytrack
Woodbine Polytrack
Golden Gate Tapeta Footings
Presque Isle Downs Tapeta Footings
OBS Training Center Safetrack

 TRACKSIDE...
with Liesl King

Lucas Marquardt in Dubai cont.

Out of Place: Not Just a Stallion...
   I wasn't quite sure what I had stumbled across, and
am still not sure. On Tuesday evening, after finishing up
with work, I decided to get a quick drink before calling
it a day. I'd already seen the house band at my own
hotel in Deira--they fell somewhat short of their name,
Brilliant Band--and so opted for the bar at the
neighboring hotel (drinking establishments in Dubai can
be found only in hotels, an understandable if cushy
monopoly). 
   The bar advertised itself as Indian, and hookah smoke
and Bollywood music filled the dark room upon
entering. It was crowded, with an entirely male crowd
in low-backed chairs facing toward a stage. I was led to
a banquette along the wall, paid $10 for a Budweiser,
and tried to make out what was going on. It wasn't
easy.
   On stage, there were nine somewhat attractive
women, all fully clothed but in mildly provocative
dresses--a leopard-print miniskirt, a form-fitting baby
blue number. Seven sat at the rear of the stage, while
two danced. The dancing wasn't dirty--you've seen
saucier stuff at weddings--and wasn't all that inspired,
but from what I gathered there was a competitive edge
to it. 
   A youngish gentleman who seemed to be officiating
appeared at the front of the stage every few minutes.
He carried a tiara on a silver tray, and would theatrically
point at one of the girls with the tiara, without actually
ever giving it away. Another man, in a maroon sports
coat who looked like an Indian Luis Guzman, emceed
from a small booth to the side of the stage. 
   Dancers sometimes rotated in, and sometimes all the
girls along the back row, looking bored and mouthing
the words to whatever song was playing, would stand,
then given some cue, sit back down again. Rarely did
any of the girls actually leave the stage. They danced
like the women from the Robert Palmer videos. When a
song stopped, one man in the entire place, sitting in
front of me, offered applause. I clapped too. This went
on for half an hour.
    Finally I left, none the wiser of what actually was
happening. I went back and got another Budweiser and
watched Brilliant Band cover "Sexy And I Know It."
   It was a strange night.  Click here to share this story

RAIN, RAIN AND MORE RAIN!
   The rain in Spain stays mainly in the plain...and then
once in a while it veers off course and dumps a couple
of million gallons in Dubai. Yes, it does rain in the
desert, granted not often, but when it does, it rains
properly. Water spraying in all directions as the big
jumbo's wheels touched down on the tarmac, shortly
after midnight, spelt disaster. 
   Dubai is a town built on
shifting desert sands, its
roads (and its runways) were
designed without the benefit
of drains and hence are not
equipped to cope when the
heavens open. What has
actually been no more than a
steady downpour for a couple
of hours has turned most of the highways into lakes,
causing accidents aplenty and major traffic jams. While
at Meydan, the track work media were frantically trying
to figure out how to fit 60-odd people under a canopy
designed for 10, that also has to keep the morning
coffee and pastries dry. 
   Apparently Ron The Greek (Full Mandate), the Saudi
Arabian World Cup contender, worked at 4 a.m., but in
the dark and with the rain falling in sheets, few saw
him go by. With the light improving marginally at 5.30
a.m., it was the turn of the Japanese runners, led by
the Kunihide Matsuda trained Belshazzar (Jpn) (King
Kamehameha {Jpn}), to make an appearance. It was
Belshazzar's first gallop on the Tapeta, but apart from
sounding rather noisy, there is actually little to report as
he briefly appeared and then promptly disappeared into
the rainy gloom.
   With the rain getting heavier by the minute, it was
left to the three Irish horses to show the rest how it is
done. Trained by Michael Halford in County Kildare,
Dabadiyan (Ire) (Zamindar), Eastern Rules (Ire) (Golden
Snake) and Certerach (Ire) (Halling) must have felt right
at home as they did a steady canter around the track. 
Halford commented that he is happy with all three and
that they would be "having a blow" on Thursday.
Corrine Barande-Barbe was
on hand to greet her star
galloper Cirrus Des Aigles
(Fr) (Even Top {Ire}), who
had cleared quarantine the
day before, but not before
coaching her assistant
Jean-Jaques Poincelet in the
art of putting on rain
trousers. Cirrus Des Aigles
did a half-pace workout,
hard held and with his
rider's feet firmly on the
dashboard. He certainly looked very fit and should be a
strong contender in the Dubai Sheema Classic. 
Cont. p10

Meydan in the rain

Trainer Corrine Barande-Barbe
helps assistant Jean-Jaques
Poincelet with his rain pants
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Trackside With Liesl King cont.
   A fellow Dubai Sheema Classic entrant, Mount Athos
(Ire) (Montjeu {Ire}), also braved the rain, appearing
amidst a sea of umbrellas. Mount Athos walked and
trotted round once before being allowed to stretch out
in the home straight on his second lap. Marco Botti's
wife Lucia, who was in the saddle, was well pleased
with the gelding's performance, commenting that he is
super fit and only needed a short workout.
   Red Cadeaux (GB) (Cadeaux Genereux {GB}), who
ran a courageous World Cup race last year when
chasing Animal Kingdom home, wisely waited until the
downpour steadied to a trickle before appearing on the
all-weather. The gelding is not as young as he once
was and trainer Ed Dunlop freely admits that Red
Cadeaux prefers the warmer climates these days. This
was very evident in Singapore last year, when he flatly
refused to leave his stable on a particularly wet day.
There were, however, no such problems yesterday, and
Red Cadeaux looked a picture as he blazed around the
track under Stephen Nicholls, ears pricked. From
experience, a happy Red Cadeaux is a lethal Red
Cadeaux, so discount him at your peril come the World
Cup.
   With press conference moderator Rupert Bell having
solved the problem of staying dry by appearing in a

fetching white plastic bag, John
Moore's Hong Kong trio finally
made their appearance. Sterling
City (Aus) (Nadeem {Aus}) and
Dominant (Ire) (Cacique {Ire})
were both model citizens, turning
a blind eye to the antics of one of
the World Cup favorites, Military
Attack (Ire) (Oratorio {Ire}). Moore
decided to give his runners an
extra day in the quarantine area
and hence it was Military Attack's
first visit to the main track. The
gelding was clearly very well
within himself as he fly-leaped and

bucked his way down the track under Moore's son
George, who had been commandeered to make up the
riding numbers. Moore junior, however, had no
problems sitting the gelding's
antics and once out on the
course proper, he steered
Military Attack round at a
steady canter. 
   Moore was very pleased
with the workout and if the
gelding has regained the form
that saw him win the G1 QE II
and the G1 Singapore Cup in such a devastating
fashion, he could well return the victor come Saturday.
Yet having done all his racing bar his first start on turf,
there is a slight query as to how he will handle the
Tapeta. Time will tell, and hopefully time will also help
the rain to move back to Spain, although looking out
the window that seems decidedly unlikely.

 Click here to share this story

FRANK GABRIEL
   After serving as Chief Executive Officer of the Dubai
Racing Club in the United Arab Emirates for nine years,
Frank Gabriel has decided to return home to the U.S.,
where in mid-April he will begin a new job as New York
Racing Association racing secretary for Belmont Park
and Saratoga Race
Course. His return
will be a
homecoming in
several ways, as
he previously
worked as NYRA's
director of racing
in 1998-99.
   Gabriel--who left
his executive
position at
Arlington Park to
take the job in
Dubai--will bring
back experience
unmatched by any
other racing
executive in the
U.S. Not only did he oversee the building of Meydan,
the world's largest racecourse, in only about a year
during the aftermath of the global economic crisis, he
also managed to expand the Dubai World Cup meeting,
the richest day of racing on the globe, to $27 million
for eight Thoroughbred races. His leadership of the DRC
allowed him to become active with the Asian Racing
Federation and its Asian Racing Conference, and he
also has directed Dubai's venture with racing in
Chengdu, China, where he will travel for a special day
of sport on Apr. 6 featuring Dubai-based horses and
jockeys.
   Known to be driven by an intense work ethic
matched by a firm standard of fairness and a wry sense
of humor, Gabriel, 59, has had to balance working
within the unique qualities of Middle Eastern culture
that, for one example, prohibit wagering locally on
racing, while simultaneously reaching out to connect
with racing participants worldwide.
   With only a few days remaining before the 19th
running of the G1 Dubai World Cup on Mar. 29 and the
subsequent mission to China, Gabriel looked back over
his Dubai tenure and forward to his re-engagement with
NYRA in an interview at Meydan with Michele
MacDonald.
Cont. p11

Rupert Bell

Military Attack

Frank Gabriel
Racing Post
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Frank Gabriel Q&A cont.

MM: Are you feeling some degree of sentimentality
knowing that this will be your last Dubai World Cup as
CEO of the Dubai Racing Club?

FG: It probably won't hit hard for me until I get on the
plane to leave. There definitely will be some sorrows
and I will miss the experiences I've had here in Dubai--
it's been a great nine years. Those 'little bit' of work
duties, including the upcoming Dubai World Cup and
then getting on a plane to go to Chengdu to create this
racing event on Apr. 6 has not let my mind have a
chance to think about it. Maybe that's good, maybe it
just keeps the engine going. But yes, at the end of the
day, it will be missed, definitely.

MM: Looking back over your years here, what makes
you the most proud? Obviously, you oversaw the
development of this huge Meydan grandstand (which
equals the distance of 22 Boeing 747 airplanes parked
nose to tail).

FG: I didn't do this [alone]. Everyone built Meydan
through the vision of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed
and the board [of directors of Meydan]. Everyone

worked hard in creating
this new racecourse and
this experience here. But
I'm proud I was able to
work to just maintain the
level of quality racing that
we present on World Cup
night and through the
[Dubai World Cup]
Carnival and the whole
UAE program. We have

worked hard to improve the quality of UAE racing and
we work hard to be an integral part of the Asian Racing
Conference through working with the executive
committee. And that's something we're all proud of.

MM: Considering everything involved, would you say
that CEO of the Dubai Racing Club is one of the most
challenging jobs in horse racing?

FG: I definitely would say it is different. Challenging?
Yes. We are in a different region and we have different
situations that come about by being a Thoroughbred
racetrack with a non-wagering format for a business
model, and also there is the time [early in the year] that
we fit into the calendar. We have to create the
atmosphere; we have to bring the horses here. That's
no different from other parts of the world--Singapore
and Hong Kong have to create the atmosphere. But we
have a lot more entities that we deal with in bringing a
lot more horses into this country. And that becomes a
whole different facet of the operation. Back in the
States, we would have a race and maybe have one or
two international runners--of course, Breeders' Cup has
more than that--but we have much more than that here.

FG: And it's not just about having a race. There is
shipping, there are quarantine protocols for health,
there is travel, there are people, staff, owners and
trainers [to be coordinated]. When you lay it down on
paper, there is a long list of things to do that have to be
checked off.

MM: In overseeing the building of Meydan, what were
the most difficult aspects?

FG: The first thing you would say about building
Meydan is time. For me, it was so much time here [on
site]. It did affect my family. My wife, Christine, had to
sacrifice my time with her and our time together. It was
just a 24-hour gun. I don't think I would have made it
without her support. She sacrificed for me to do what I
had to do. You need that. She did it and it was a big
plus for me because it kept my engine going. There
were times the tank was empty and she was able to fill
it up with her support and keep me going. I love her for
that.

MM: Do you ever look back and wonder how Meydan
came to fruition, considering the size and the time
frame?

FG: If you go back and look at some old pictures,
you're just amazed. It wouldn't happen anywhere else.
And we did it through a financial crisis. That has to be
a credit to everyone here because there were a lot of
bumps in the road, but we were able to continue to
push through with the support of His Highness and the
board to just get it done.

MM: What would you say is your fondest memory of
racing in Dubai?

FG: Definitely the Dubai World Cup evening is a very
unique experience. [Big racing days are] different for
each region. Since I have been able to be involved in
committees with the ARF and the Pattern Committee, I
have experienced racing in Korea, Singapore, Japan,
Australia, Hong Kong, and now China. You learn
something new from each jurisdiction about what they
do, and I don't think you could ever teach that in a
book. I've been very fortunate and I am very proud I've
had the opportunity to experience those things. Then,
when you do have your big event, you can take the
pluses and minuses of everything and try to change the
experience, make that little tweak, because nothing is
perfect and we try to change that. But you have to be
kind of proud that the Dubai Racing Club and the board
created this Dubai international carnival, and I came on
about the second year and we've really grown it.    
We've worked hard to grow it. Everyone has a carnival,
but what we're trying to do in bringing some 200
horses in and create a 10-day program for $10 million
and simulcast that around the world--it's pretty unique.
And this place should be very proud of that.

Cont. p12

Meydan grandstand
Racing Post
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Frank Gabriel Q&A cont.

MM: What would you rank as the single best
performance by a horse in Dubai?

FG: That's a tough question for me. But I'll never forget
the [inaugural Dubai World Cup] night of Cigar [in
1996]. I was on the roof of Nad Al Sheba, working for
Arlington Park disseminating the signal to North
America. That was the only place I could go; they
wouldn't allow me to go anyplace else. But you
couldn't create that atmosphere: we were in the desert
with all the lights and a horse like Cigar winning the
event. Picture it. [They decided] they were going to get
this horse and they got him here, and then he wins.
And it was a great stretch battle with Soul of the
Matter. You say to yourself, 'Wow!' And you always
think about that. Every World Cup, when the horse is
going across the wire, you flick back [in your mind] to
that 1996 race and then you go back through all the
races that followed and the special circumstances.
When Victoire Pisa won [in 2011], you say to yourself
that doesn't seem that great. But because of what had
happened in Japan [with the tsunami disaster], all of a
sudden it was like we were giving something back to
Japan--it was more than just horse racing, it was
emotional. Dubai Millennium [in 2000] was special.
When [Godolphin's] Electrocutionist won [in 2006], it
might not have seemed special, but for some reason on
that night there was chaos [with excitement] in the
whole parade ring--it was a zoo! And you say to
yourself, 'Why this night?' But that night [led to] the
creation of Meydan. That was the mindset [of Sheikh
Mohammed] that 'I want to do something different.'
Experiences create happenings and that was one of
them. 

MM: Before you leave Dubai, you will be going to China
for the special racing event at Chengdu. What are some
of the logistical issues and complications you have had
to manage?

FG: Logistical issues--yes--because there was no
protocol to take horses into China and bring them back.
That was the first step because it was not our intention
to send horses to Chengdu or China without being able
to bring them back. We were looking to do a race meet
with Chengdu some time last year but we had to get
the first step. We were able to secure that in
December, but we were into our season, so we decided
to [proceed] after the World Cup. And so we'll be
sending 50-some horses for five races [all on turf] and
creating a race event run under the ERA regulatory
rules. We'll have all our officials there, we'll have our
staff there, and we've been there many, many times
working on the surfaces and the conditions of the
tracks and stuff of that nature to make sure there are
safe and reliable surfaces. We are going to do our best
to offer a safe experience for our horses and riders that
we are bringing there.

MM: From what you know so far, what do you think
the future holds for racing in China?

FG: China has a big future for everything; it is a country
that is important to everywhere in the world. And it is
to racing, too. Of course, the Hong Kong Jockey Club
is working on building their training center there, so
they understand it's important. But overall, everyone
has to get the right things done, a regulatory body has
to be developed, the governing rules of racing have to
be unified in China, and there have always been a lot of
provincial race meets. We're not trying to build a track
there, we are trying to create an experience. Our
quarantine barn and our vets are there, and we're
bringing the right things for safety, for stabling. As far
as the racecourses, we've created a lot of things they
didn't have there and we're doing our best to show
them what the experience is of a race meet and how
we would run it, and hopefully that will be a tool for
future things for them and they'll go on from there.

MM: Your involvement with Dubai racing and the Asian
Racing Federation has given you a depth of experience
and understanding for your new position at NYRA that
is unprecedented in American racing. How will this help
you in your new job?

FG: I'm very appreciative of the NYRA and Chris Kay
and Martin Panza for the opportunity. Martin has
already made a great avenue into NYRA for making
changes to create more big-day experiences for the
fans and for the horsemen, and I'm really excited about
working with him. I've told Martin that I'm there to
support his lead and to support NYRA to continue the
quality program they've always had and to try to create
these new venues of world-class international
exposure. I'm not there to create international racing;
I'm there to help improve experiences. I've got some
international connections, and Martin does too. But I
also want to work with the New York horsemen in
supporting them. They've got a great program and we'll
work hard on continuing the quality they have and
giving them the service they need. I've already had a
few [international] trainers call me about possibly
running horses in America and that's good. Hopefully
we can make that connection from a phone call to an
actual ship to a race. That's what racing is all about.
We're all about connections in racing and cooperating
and working together. In the end, it will be a great
opportunity at NYRA and I'm really appreciative of that.

MM: What will be your priorities for Belmont and
Saratoga?

FG: I'll sit down with Martin and talk about his
direction, but I know a little bit about where he is and
where he wants to try to get to as far as the racing
goes. Shorter time periods and less racing is always
good and that's probably going to be the venture of
America, not just NYRA. Cont. p13
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Frank Gabriel Q&A cont.

FG: That's what you see here. How these horse [in the
UAE] can run at nine and 10 years old--and they run
good--is mainly because they get time [off to reset].
You can't give them that much time in America, but it
is a direction you need to look at down the road
because that's the only way you can get the
good-quality horses maintaining [their ability]. Ideally,
[you have to] keep the pedal on the metal and push for
a quality program but never lose the quantity because
that brings wagering. So it's a two-fold thing in the
program like NYRA, which everyone in the world wants
to wager on: maintain the quality and also maintain the
quantity because a good betting race has to have a
good minimum number [of entrants] or you are not
successful.

MM: What are you most looking forward to in getting
back to the U.S.?

FG: It will be nice to watch some sports. That's one of
the things you miss here. There are sports--you
probably could watch every soccer game from around
the world--but the normal NCAA basketball game or a
baseball game comes on too late. I'm sleeping by then
[with the nine-hour time difference]. The number one
thing would be to be home with family, my brothers
and sisters; I haven't seen them for a long time. And
while Christine has been here, she has not been here
year-round, so it will be nice to get back home. That
probably is the number one reason I'm headed back,
and to secure the job with NYRA has been a great
addition. There will be a little bit of a transition and fast
pace because I come from here and go right there and
don't get a chance to breathe. That's probably one of
my faults--I never do that, and my wife is not happy
about it. But it will be good in the long run and I'm
most appreciative. 

MM: What will you miss most about Dubai?

FG: You can't knock the weather! And this definitely is
a beautiful place. It's safe, and a very warm and
friendly environment; you would never go wrong
visiting Dubai or the UAE region. You'll enjoy your time
here and the great hospitality that the country offers.
And that I will always miss.  Click here to share this story

Top Sophomores Line Up at GP & FG cont. from p1
   The Kiaran McLaughlin-trained Cairo Prince was
installed as the 9-5 morning-line favorite for the Florida
Derby. The GII Holy Bull S. victor will break from the
three-hole with regular pilot Luis Saez aboard and will
carry 122 pounds. This will be the bay=s first start since
Darley purchased a majority interest from owners
Namcook Stables, Paul Braverman, Harvey Clarke, and
Craig Robertson. 

   AHe=s happy, and we=re happy with post three,@ said
McLaughlin. AThere=s a lot of speed in there, so I think
we=ll be coming from behind. He=s doing great. He
galloped today, and we=re very happy with him.@
   The morning-line 3-1 second-choice is GII Fountain of
Youth hero Wildcat Red (D=wildcat). Trained by Jose
Garoffalo, the Honors Stable Corp. runner drew the rail
and will be under the guidance of John Velazquez. AI=m
OK with the post position,@ Garoffalo said. AHe=s the
speed of the race. He can go on the lead and the post
position will be in favor of him. He likes the inside. He
likes to go inside horses. His previous two races, he
was on the inside and got beat (a head) and the other
one he won. It=s going to be OK. He=s got the ability
and the versatility to rate. I=m not worried about the
post position. This track, the No. 1 is favorable for a
mile and an eighth.@
   Gulfstream Derby winner and Fountain of Youth
runner-up General a Rod (Roman Ruler) is the narrow
third choice at 7-2. Owned by Armando Rodriguez, the
Mike Maker pupil will depart from post six with Joel
Rosario in the irons. AThe speed=s to our inside, so it
kind of gives us options, whereas everybody else might
be forced to force their hand a little,@ Maker said.
   At Fair
Grounds,
Starlight
Racing=s GII
Risen Star S.
winner Intense
Holiday was
installed as the
2-1 morning-
line chalk for
the Louisiana
Derby. The
Todd Pletcher
trainee will
break from the
rail with Risen Star pilot Mike Smith at the controls. 
   Maker sends out the morning-line 4-1 co-second-
choice with Ken and Sarah Ramsey=s Vicar=s In Trouble
(Into Mischief). The GIII Lecomte S. victor drew the six
hole and will have Rosie Naprvanik in the irons.
   Team D=s In Trouble (Tiz Wonderful), a game third in
the GIII Gotham S., shares second choice recognition
for conditioner Tony Dutrow. Departing from post nine,
the bay will be ridden by Joe Rocco Jr.

Saturday, Gulfstream Park, post time: 6:48 p.m. EDT
BESILU STABLES FLORIDA DERBY-GI, $1,000,000, 3yo, 1 1/8m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Wildcat Red D'wildcat Velazquez Garoffalo 122
2 Matador K Malibu Moon Leparoux Casse 122
3 Cairo Prince K Pioneerof the Nile Saez McLaughlin 122
4 Constitution Tapit Castellano Pletcher 122
5 East Hall Graeme Hall Leyva Kaplan 122
6 General a Rod Roman Ruler Rosario Maker 122
7 Allstar K Flower Alley Bocachica Vitali 122
8 Spot Pulpit Lanerie Zito 122

Intense Holiday
Hodges Photography

BLACK-TYPE PREVIEWS
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Saturday, Fair Grounds, post time: 7:10 p.m. EDT
LOUISIANA DERBY-GII, $1,000,000, 3yo, 1 1/8m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Intense Holiday K Harlan's Holiday Smith Pletcher 122
2 King Cyrus K Bellamy Road Graham Pletcher 122
3 Louies Flower Flower Alley Mena Calhoun 122
4 Flat Gone Flatter Desormeaux Desormeaux 122
5 Gold Hawk K Empire Maker Bridgmohan Asmussen 122
6 Vicar's in Trouble Into Mischief Napravnik Maker 122
7 Commanding Curve Master Command Albarado Stewart 122
8 Rise Up Rockport Harbor Melancon Amoss 122
9 In Trouble Tiz Wonderful Rocco Jr. Dutrow 122
10 Albano Istan Clark Jones 122

Saturday, Fair Grounds, post time: 4:39 p.m. EDT
FAIR GROUNDS OAKS-GII, $400,000, 3yo, f, 1 1/16m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Untapable Tapit Napravnik Asmussen 121
2 Mary Rita K Distorted Humor Clark Jones 121
3 Fiftyshadesofgold My Golden Song Smith Calhoun 121
4 Artist Cry Clever Cry Graham Hawley 121
5 Unbridled Forever Unbridled's Song Albarado Stewart 121

Saturday, Fair Grounds, post time: 6:25 p.m. EDT
NEW ORLEANS H.-GII, $400,000, 4yo/up, 1 1/8m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Bradester K Lion Heart Graham Kenneally 117
2 Mister Marti Gras Belong to Me Geroux Pessin 114
3 Golden Soul Perfect Soul (Ire) Hernandez Jr Stewart 112
4 Prayer for Relief K Jump Start Bridgmohan Romans 119
5 Normandy Invasion K Tapit Napravnik Brown 115
6 Sunbean Brahms Eramia Faucheux 116
7 Fordubai E Dubai Albarado Geier 115
8 Palace Malice K Curlin Smith Pletcher 121

Saturday, Fair Grounds, post time: 5:15 p.m. EDT
MERVIN H. MUNIZ JR. H.-GII, $300,000, 4yo/up, 1 1/8mT
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Amira's Prince (Ire) Teofilo (Ire) Smith Mott 118
2 Burn the Mortgage Kitten's Joy Albarado Maker 112
3 Real Solution Kitten's Joy Napravnik Brown 122
4 Potomac River English Channel Vargas Camejo 117
5 Mister Marti Gras Belong to Me Bridgmohan Pessin 113
6 Skyring English Channel Rocco Jr Lukas 113

Saturday, Gulfstream Park, post time: 2:20 p.m. EDT
GULFSTREAM OAKS-GII, $300,000, 3yo, f, 1 1/8m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 America A.P. Indy Velazquez Mott 116
2 Penwith Bernardini Saez McLaughlin 116
3 Camille Claudel Broken Vow Boyce Abbott III 116
4 Joint Return K Include Carmouche Servis 118
5 Whomping Willow K Mineshaft Lanerie Romans 116
6 In Tune Unbridled's Song Castellano Pletcher 116
7 Holiday Magic Congrats Leyva Kaplan 116
8 House Rules K Distorted Humor Solis Jerkens 116

Saturday, Gulfstream Park, post time: 6:11 p.m. EDT
PAN AMERICAN S.-GII, $200,000, 4yo/up, 1 1/2mT
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Slumber (GB) Cacique (Ire) Velazquez Mott 117
2 Vertiformer Dynaformer Bravo Clement 117
3 Joes Blazing Aaron Graeme Hall Prado Maker 117
4 Suntracer Kitten's Joy Lopez Block 117
5 Admiral Kitten Kitten's Joy Leparoux Maker 117
6 Charming Kitten Kitten's Joy Castellano Pletcher 117
7 Amira's Prince (Ire) Teofilo (Ire) Rosario Mott 117
8 Joha Johar Maragh Albertrani 117
9 Russian Greek K Giant's Causeway Avidzba Coletti Sr 117
10 Newsdad Arch Smith Mott 117
11 Ocean Seven (Ire) Green Tune Monterrey Jr Borunda 117

Saturday, Gulfstream Park, post time: 1:22 p.m. EDT
RAMPART S.-GIII, $150,000, 4yo/up, f/m, 1 1/8m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Oasis At Midnight K Midnight Lute Bravo Orseno 117
2 Devil's Cave Put It Back Castellano Wolfson 123
3 Triple Arch K Arch Bocachica Vitali 116
4 Molly Morgan K Ghostzapper Lanerie Romans 117
5 Private Ensign A.P. Indy Rosario Pletcher 117
6 Gamay Noir K Harlan's Holiday Lopez Wolfson 116
7 Call Pat K Lawyer Ron Saez Navarro 117
8 Unlimited Budget Street Sense Velazquez Pletcher 119

Saturday, Gulfstream Park, post time: 4:26 p.m. EDT
ORCHID S.-GIII, $150,000, 4yo/up, f/m, 1 1/2mT
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Aigue Marine (GB) Galileo (Ire) Rosario Clement 117
2 Anjaz Street Cry (Ire) Maragh Albertrani 117
3 Stick to Your Guns Awesome Again Wilson Contessa 117
4 Antonia Autumn Bernstein Leparoux Clement 117
5 Inimitable Romanee Maria's Mon Garcia Motion 123
6 Caroline Thomas Giant's Causeway Saez Tagg 117
7 Viva Rafaela (Brz) Know Heights (Ire) Velazquez Pletcher 117
8 Clearbrook K Smart Strike Castellano Mott 117
9 Hunter Forward (Aus) Galileo (Ire) Solis Kingsley Jr 117

Saturday, Gulfstream Park, post time: 5:00 p.m. EDT
APPLETON S.-GIII, $100,000, 4yo/up, 1mT
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Midnight Cello Midnight Lute Bocachica Vitali 117
2 Salto (Ire) Pivotal (GB) Castellano Pletcher 117
3 Kharafa Kitalpha Lopez Hills 117
4 Mr. Online Silent Name (Jpn) Carmouche Pino 119
5 Hey Leroy Any Given Saturday Solis Azpurua 117
6 Tetradrachm Badge of Silver Velazquez Mott 117
7 Grand Tito K Candy Ride (Arg) Trujillo Sano 119
8 Five Iron K Sharp Humor Contreras Lynch 119
9 Fredericksburg Speightstown Saez Matz 117
10 Cozzetti K Cozzene Lanerie Romans 117
11 Csaba Kitten's Joy Saez Gleaves 119
12 Catron Distorted Humor Castellano Pletcher 117

PEDIGREE INSIGHTS...
Get pedigree expert Andrew Caulfield=s

take on racing=s newsmakers!
You can find all of Caulfield=s columns

in the TDN Archive.
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Saturday, Gulfstream Park, post time: 5:35 p.m. EDT
SKIP AWAY S.-GIII, $100,000, 4yo/up, 1 3/16m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Salustio K Whywhywhy Leparoux Kenneally 119
2 War Dancer K War Front Rosario McPeek 119
3 Grand Tito K Candy Ride (Arg) Lopez Sano 119
4 Csaba Kitten's Joy Cruz Gleaves 123
5 Nevada Kid K Silver Train Saez Zito 119
6 Macho Bull K Macho Uno Panici Dorochenko 117
7 Nikki's Sandcastle Castledale (Ire) Lanerie Kassen 123
8 Joshua's Comprise Comprise Maysonett Rose 117
9 Norumbega Tiznow Velazquez McGaughey  119
10 Sr. Quisqueyano Exclusive Quality Olivero Olivares 119
11 Micromanage K Medaglia d'Oro Castellano Pletcher 119

Saturday, Santa Anita Park, post time: 7:00 p.m. EDT
TOKYO CITY CUP S.-GIII, $100,000, 4yo/up, 1 1/2m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Tiz Dynamic K Tiznow Bejarano Baltas 118
2 Ever Rider (Arg) Rider Stripes (Arg) Espinoza Puype 120
3 American Blend Quiet American Talamo Gaines 118
4 Segway Giant's Causeway Stevens Mandella 118
5 Toccetive Toccet Perez Greenwd 118
6 Blueskiesnrainbows K English Channel Nakatani Hllndrfr 123
7 Niagara Falls Giant's Causeway Gryder Biancone 118
8 Majestic Harbor K Rockport Harbor Baze McCarthy 118

NYRA UPS SECURITY FOR WOOD MEMORIAL
Edited Press Release
   The New York State Gaming Commission and The
New York Racing Association Inc. will enhance security
measures for horses competing in the GI Wood
Memorial at Aqueduct Apr. 5, NYRA announced today.
Horses competing in the $1-million race will be subject
to out-of-competition blood testing for banned
substances, be required to be on grounds by Apr. 2 and
be subject to 24-hour monitoring at their trainers' own
barns and stalls on the grounds. The Gaming
Commission is also requiring the submission of
veterinary records for three days leading up to the race,
which will be published on the Commission's Web site
starting Apr. 2. "The major New York prep race for the
[GI] Kentucky Derby will be run with the utmost
integrity and focus on equine health and safety," said
Robert Williams, acting executive director of the New
York State Gaming Commission. "These enhanced
security measures are an extra step of protection for all
parties in racing to ensure a level and safe playing
field." NYRA CEO and President Chris Kay added,
"These measures will ensure that the Wood Memorial is
conducted in the safest and most transparent manner.
We thank the New York State Gaming Commission for
its assistance in establishing these protocols on behalf
of the horses, the horsemen, and our guests."
Click here to view the entire release.

KEY RACES TO SEE PURSE INCREASES
By Michele MacDonald
   Dubai racing officials will celebrate next year's 20th
anniversary of the Dubai World Cup program, the
richest day of racing on the globe, by adding another
$2 million to purses.
   Saeed Al Tayer, chairman of the Meydan Group that
oversees Dubai racing, announced during the World
Cup post position draw on yesterday that the purse of
the G1 Dubai Sheema Classic, run over 2410 meters on
turf, will be boosted by $1 million to $6 million in
2015, as will the purse of the G1 Dubai Duty Free,
contested at 1800 meters on grass.
   The total value of the eight Thoroughbred races on
the Dubai World Cup program thus will rise to $29
million, for an average of $3,625,000 per race. Another
$250,000 also is offered in the Dubai Kahayla Classic
for Purebred Arabians.
   Al Tayer said the additional prizemoney is another
indication of Dubai's commitment to horse racing.
    In other festivities at the post position draw
ceremony, the champions of the 2013-14 Dubai racing
season were crowned, led by Sheikh Hamdan bin
Rashid al Maktoum, the leading owner. South African
Ernst Oertel and his stable rider Tadhg O'Shea collected
their second consecutive leading trainer and jockey
titles, respectively.
   Godolphin will once again rule as the top owner for
the Dubai World Cup Carnival, commentator Terry
Spargo announced, but the Carnival jockey and trainer
titles will not be determined until the Dubai World Cup
program is run Mar. 29. 
   Saeed bin Suroor, who along with Charlie Appleby
trains Godolphin horses, currently leads his peers by
wins, although South Africa's Mike de Kock is a close
second and could still possibly win the Carnival crown,
Spargo said.
   Amongst jockeys, Godolphin's Mickael Barzalona and
Silvestre De Sousa are battling with de Kock's top rider,
Christophe Soumillon, for the honor of Carnival king.

BHA INVESTIGATING MURTAGH CLIP
   The British Horseracing Authority is looking into a
video clip taken after last year=s G1 King=s Stand S. at
Royal Ascot where Johnny Murtagh, the winning
jockey aboard the Eddie Lynam-trained Sole Power (GB)
(Kyllachy {GB}), appears to be handed an object by
Lynam=s daughter Sarah. A statement from the BHA
read: "BHA are aware of the piece of footage in relation
to the King's Stand S., and are in the process of
obtaining further information in relation to the issue."
Eddie Lynam insists there was no wrongdoing, and said
he will answer any questions the BHA have on the
matter. He told the Daily Mail: "My daughter has been
to Australia and back since. I asked her to rack her
brains about what actually happened but she doesn't
remember anything. The poor girl is mortified. Johnny
Murtagh's and Eddie Lynam's integrity is 100%. We
have never done anything wrong. Someone has come
up with this and the BHA, for whatever reason, have
decided to look into it. But that is what they are there
for so let them look into it. We have no problems
speaking to them."

NEWS TODAY
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NTRA RENEWS GULFSTREAM ECLIPSE DEAL
Edited Press Release
   The National Thoroughbred Racing Association has
reached an agreement with Gulfstream Park to serve as
host for the next two Eclipse Awards ceremonies in
January 2015 and 2016, NTRA announced today. The
44th annual Eclipse Awards is set for Jan. 17, 2015, in
Gulfstream=s Sport of Kings Theater. The Eclipse
Awards are presented by Daily Racing Form, The
Stronach Group and the Breeders= Cup and owned and
produced by the NTRA. Gulfstream Park has hosted the
Eclipse Awards the past two years. AWe look forward
to returning to Gulfstream Park and building on a
weeklong series of festivities highlighted by world-class
racing at Gulfstream Park, a series of events and parties
benefitting important charities, and an awards dinner
and show where we celebrate our sport=s human and
equine champions,@ said Alex Waldrop, president and
CEO of the NTRA. Gulfstream Park President and
Stronach Group COO Tim Ritvo added, AGulfstream
Park is delighted to once again host the prestigious
Eclipse Awards the next two years. The fans, horsemen
and South Florida community have helped make this
event one of the most fan-friendly in our sport. We look
forward to working with our partners at the NTRA,
Breeders= Cup and Daily Racing Form in making the next
two years memorable for all.@

LUDT NAMED SANTA ANITA PRESIDENT
   Former Breeders= Cup chairman Tom Ludt will replace
George Haines as president of Santa Anita and Haines
will become head of the Southern California Off Track
Wagering Inc, the track announced yesterday. Haines,
who started at Santa Anita in 1972 and became
president in May 2010, will also remain at Santa Anita
in an advisory position. Previously serving as president
of Vinery Farms, Ludt started at Santa Anita in April
2013 as senior vice president of racing and gaming. 
AWe want to sincerely thank George for his many years
of dedication and outstanding service here at Santa
Anita,@ said Keith Brackpool, Chairman, LATC. AHis
selection to lead SCOTWINC by a unanimous vote of
his peers is an indication of the high regard with which
he is held not only here at Santa Anita, but industry-
wide. We are also gratified that George has agreed to
continue to serve us in an advisory capacity. Tom Ludt
has done an excellent job in helping us to transition to a
truly modern, state of the art racing and entertainment
facility over the past year. We are pleased that Tom has
accepted this dynamic and challenging position and we
look forward to continued success.@    

BESILU PURCHASES INTEREST IN BAL A BALI
   Besilu Stables purchased an 80% interest in Brazilian
Triple Crown winner Bal A Bali (Put It Back) from Alvaro
Novis= Stud Alvarenga. Boasting nine wins in 10 starts,
he broke two track records over eight and 12 furlongs.
Shipping arrangements have not been finalized, but the
4-year-old will go to Hall of Fame conditioner Bill Mott
when he arrives in the States. 

BYRON TAKES FRIENDS ON A GREAT RIDE
   Irish sprinter Gordon Lord Byron (Ire) (Byron {GB})
has already seen much of the world, having competed
in Ireland, England, France, Hong Kong and Dubai, and

the 6-year-old recently
added another stamp to
his passport when jetting
to Australia for a series of
lucrative races. The dual
Group 1 winner will make
his debut Down Under in
Saturday=s G1 George
Ryder S. going 1500
meters at Rosehill
Gardens ahead of either
the A$3 million G1
Doncaster Mile or the
A$2.5 million G1 T.J.
Smith S., both Apr. 12 at

Royal Randwick=s The Championships.
   Gordon Lord Byron has taken owner Morgan Cahalan
and trainer Tom Hogan, lifelong friends from Co.
Tipperary, on quite the journey.
   AWe knew each other as kids. We knew the same
girls and we drank in the same pubBwe didn=t marry the
same woman,@ Cahalan quipped. 
   Perhaps the pair=s greatest adventure began when
Cahalan picked up Gordon Lord Byron for just i2,000
as a weanling at Goffs November. Reoffered as a Goffs
yearling, Gordon Lord Byron failed to meet his reserve
when led out at i5,000. Today, Gordon Lord Byron has
earned more than $1 million. 
   AI knew he was good,@ Cahalan said. AWe had a few
quid on him at 100-1 one day and he finished second.
The weather turned bad and we kept asking him to win
races in heavy ground until we went to the all-weather
track and there he really came good. I knew I had a
Group 1 horse on my hands, but we didn=t know he
was a Group 1 horse until a little bit later.@
   Gordon Lord Byron=s first success at the highest level
came in the 2012 Prix de la Foret at Longchamp, and
he followed up last year with a victory in the G1
Haydock Sprint Cup. Only supermare Moonlight Cloud
(GB) (Invincible Spirit {Ire}) stood between him and a
Prix de la Foret title defense last year. Gordon Lord
Byron was last seen finishing fourth, beaten two
lengths, in the G1 Longines Hong Kong Mile Dec. 8.
   AA lot depends on the pace of the races,@ Cahalan
said. AIf they=re run at a good, fast pace on a level
track, he can win over six and seven furlongs. He was
staying on at the end of the mile in Hong Kong after a
bit of an interrupted passage. He=s a bit unique as he=s
effective at a number of different distances.@
Cont. p17

Morgan Cahalan & Gordon Lord
Byron

Racing Post
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Byron Takes Friends on a Great Ride cont.
   While Gordon Lord Byron has certainly earned back
his price tag and more, he=s also given Cahalan some
priceless memories.
   AIt=s such a huge privilege, to own one horse, I have
to pinch myself sometimes just thinking about it,@ he
said. AI=d never been anywhere before I got this horse.
My passport, I could have cashed it inBI just didn=t
travel. I didn=t have a reason to go. I=d never been to
Dubai and I=d never been to Hong Kong until Gordon
took me there and now he=s taking me to Australia.@

 Click here to share this story

STRAIGHT TO GUINEAS FOR MY TITANIA
   Last year=s G3 C.L. Weld Park S. scorer My Titania
(Ire) (Sea the Stars {Ire}) will aim to emulate her sire
with a first-up Classic victory when she lines up for the
May 4 G1 1000 Guineas at Newmarket. My Titania,
who campaigns for the Sea the Stars connections of
trainer John Oxx and owner Christopher Tsui, has won
two of her three lifetime starts. "She's in good shape,
working nicely and looks great in her coat,@ Oxx told PA
Sport. "She's fairly forward and quite fit for the time of
year, so we're pleased. The plan is to run her in the
Guineas first time out as there isn't really a trial that is
suitable for her. It will be a huge step up and we won't
know if she's equal to the task until the day, but we're
pleased with her at home. You usually get a sound
surface at Newmarket, which would suit her as she is a
filly who loves fast ground. She's made good physical
progress, normal progress, and we've had a good run
with her up to now."

Twitter offers horseracing way to engage younger audience
Should racing participants use social media tools such as Twitter to
speak to the betting public about the horses they are racing? Paul
Lawson believes there's more upside than pitfalls. Dave Briggs,
Guelph Mercury

Fair Grounds supporters say track facing hard times
This should be a showcase week for the Fair Grounds... Instead, these
are troubled times for the Gentilly racetrack--troubled enough to lend
serious doubt to the Fair Grounds’ ability to maintain its first-rate
reputation, especially when Thoroughbred racing is struggling
nationwide to at least stabilize a declining fan base. Ted Lewis, The
New Orleans Advocate

For the Love of Racing 
When you grow up in horse racing from the time you were a baby, the
world of the sport is ingrained in your subconscious as a world of purity
and uncomplicated perfection. Mandy Haskin (daughter of Steve
Haskin), Blood-Horse.com 

PLEASE STAND UP
   Stand up before you read this column.
   If you think Scott Blasi is the only trainer in America
who has ever bad-mouthed an owner, please sit down.
   If you think Scott Blasi is the only trainer in America
who has ever run a horse he didn=t think was 100%
healthy, please sit down.
   If you think Scott Blasi is the only trainer in America
who has ever been happy a horse in his barn was
claimed, please sit down.
   OK, so we are all still standing.
   If you think Scott Blasi is representative of all trainers
in America, please sit down.
   Right, still standing.
   If you think Scott Blasi should be ruled off all
racetracks for life, please sit down.
   Ah, some of you sat down.
   So did I.
   Yes, we all know PETA doesn=t want reforms in
Thoroughbred racing. PETA wants racing shut down.
Immediately. Forever.
   We also are all aware that PETA boiled down hours of
video recordings taken by an undercover investigator to
less than 10 minutes of released footage.
   Neither of which matters; the rest of you can sit
down now.
   If PETA had recorded 100 hours of video and
released the same amount of tape, the conclusions
would be the same: Thoroughbred racing remains a
sport in chaos that can only be fixed, as Arthur
Hancock and others have been saying for years, with
federal intervention and a central governing body much
like a major sport=s commissioner.
   The strongly worded and well-written op-ed by
Thoroughbred Daily News publisher Barry Weisbord=s
was spot on. It is time for the industry to get off its
collective ass and make changes to how things are
done. Changes that will reform horse racing; that will
save horse racing.
   Here are some of this writer=s thoughts on the
subject after 40 years of observation:
* Blasi should be ruled off. The industry does not need
people like Blasi caring for its athletes. Scapegoat:
surely. Necessary: definitely.
* Steve Asmussen should be handed a lengthy
suspension--years, not months. Trainers are responsible
for what happens in their barns. Period.
* Do not allow the horses in Asmussen=s stable to be
transferred to one of his assistants. Insist they are
moved to other trainers.
* Come up with a list of medications that can be used.
No others can be administered. No more of this mantra
that if it is not illegal to use, it must be legal to use.
Cont. p17

IN OTHER NEWS...
A Daily Roundup of Racing Articles in Other Media
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TDN CRITERIA
   The races covered in the TDN are as follows:

Stakes - purses of $50,000/up
Allowance Races - purses of $20,000/up
Optional Claiming Races - purses of $20,000/up
Maiden Special Weight Races - purses of $18,000/up
Maiden Claiming Races - purses of $18,000/up and 

a minimum claiming price of $40,000

Dan Liebman Op-Ed cont.
* No race-day medication. None.
* Stop allowing vets to rule the backsides. As Weisbord
said, study the Hong Kong method and institute a
similar model. The only drugs administered come from a
pharmacy owned by the racing association. No other
medications are permitted on the grounds. A state vet
must be consulted before any treatment is allowed.
* Quit the insanity of year-round racing.
* Scott Blasi may not be a poster child for the industry,
but he is not representative of it, either. The vast
majority of trainers, assistant trainers, grooms and
hotwalkers are decent, hard-working people who have
the best interests of the horse at heart.
* Racing is an expensive sport in which to participate.
Most horses lose money; thus most owners lose
money. There is pressure to race, to win. Owners must
share responsibility, letting their trainers know it is OK
to say a horse needs time off before racing again.
* People must be willing to give up their fiefdoms of
power. Yes, this refers to state racing commissions.
The obvious difference between the NFL, NBA, MLB,
etc., and Thoroughbred racing is those sports have a
commissioner with power. Imagine if one state in
baseball decided to shorten its base paths, one state in
basketball decided its goals would be 11-feet high and
one state in football said you get a first down for every
nine yards. We would all think it outrageous. Yet we
allow it in racing.
* I never thought I would ever think PETA did the
industry a service. But it has. We should have
undercover agents in every barn on the backside to root
out the Scott Blasi=s of the world.
* I also never thought I would hear Wayne Lukas and
Gary Stevens talking about the use of buzzers like it
was a common occurrence. Shameful.
   We can keep on the same misguided path or we can
champion change in the industry.
   Do enough industry participants have the courage to
fight for meaningful change, to make things right?
   As this column began you were asked to stand up.
Will you stand up for racing?
   Let=s ask a morning linemaker to set the odds on that.

Dan Liebman is editor of The State Journal in Frankfort,
Ky. He spent 17 years with The Blood-Horse and
previously worked for The Racing Times and Daily
Racing Form.   Click here to share this story

Ï   Ò

Saturday, Rosehill, Australia, post time: 1:00 a.m. EDT
GEORGE RYDER S.-G1, A$1,000,000 (US$923,400), 3yo/up, 1500mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 9 Boban (Aus) Bernardini Schofld Waller 130
2 5 Gordon Lrd Byron (Ire) Byron (GB) Williams Hogan 130
3 14 My Kngdm of Fife (GB) Kingmambo Rawiller Waller 130
4 2 Sacred Falls (NZ) O’Reilly (NZ) Purton Waller 130
5 4 Toydini (Aus) Bernardini Shinn Walter 130
6 6 Speediness (Aus) Testa Rossa (Aus) Oliver Scott 130
7 15 Fat Al (Aus) Al Maher (Aus) Newitt Moody 130
8 10 Lidari (Fr) Acclamation (GB) Schofld Moody 130
9 12 Terravista (Aus) Captain Rio (GB) Collett Pride 130
10 7 Ninth Legion (Aus) Fastnet Rock (Aus) McDnld Hawkeses 130
11 8 Tres Blue (Ire) Anabaa Blue (GB) Berry Waterhse 129
12 13 Red Tracer (Aus) Dane Shadow (Aus) Rodd Waller 125
13 3 Streama (Aus) Stratum (Aus) McEvoy Walter 125
14 11 El Roca (Aus) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Bowmn Busuttin 123
15 1 Eurozone (Aus) Nrthrn Meteor (Aus) Cassidy B&JCmmngs123

Saturday, Rosehill, Australia, post time: 1:40 a.m. EDT
ROSEHILL GUINEAS-G1, A$500,000 (US$461,700), 3yo, 2000mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 1 Shamus Award (Aus) Snitzel (Aus) Williams O’Brien
2 7 Dissident (Aus) Sebring (Aus) Cassidy Moody
3 14 Criterion (NZ) Sebring (Aus) Bowman Payne
4 2 Puccini (NZ) Encosta de Lago (Aus) Walker McKay
5 12 Savvy Nature (NZ) Savabeel (Aus) McDonald O’Shea
6 6 Thunder Fantasy (Aus) Lucky Owners (NZ) Oliver Cmmings
7 9 Atlante (Aus) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Schofield Baker
8 10 Surge Ahead (Aus) Danehill Dancer (Ire) Avdulla Cmmings
9 3 Teronado (Aus) Testa Rossa (Aus) Newitt Hill
10 8 Hooked (Aus) Casino Prince (Aus) Shinn Thmpson
11 5 Order of the Sun (Aus) Encosta de Lago (Aus) Berry Waterhse
12 11 Late Charge (Aus) Hard Spun Reith Kelly
13 15 Tupac Amaru (Aus) Street Cry (Ire) McEvoy Snowden
14 16 Cadillac Mountain (Aus) Reset (Aus) Schofield Moody
15 17 Show the World (NZ) High Chaparral (Ire) Rawiller Baker
16 4 Mr One Eleven (Aus) Shaft (Aus) Ford Sargent
17 13 Eyre Square (Aus) Street Sense Collett Laine

Saturday, Rosehill, Australia, post time: 12:20 a.m. EDT
GALAXY S.-G1, A$400,000 (US$369,360), 3yo/up, 1100mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 2 Bel Sprinter (Aus) Bel Esprit (Aus) Newitt Warren 128
2 8 Snitzerland (Aus) Snitzel (Aus) Avdulla Ryan 124
3 1 Famous Seamus (NZ) Elusive City Clark Myfld-Smth124
4 5 Rain Affair (Aus) Commands (Aus) Rodd Pride 123
5 13 Sessions (Aus) Lonhro (Aus) McEvoy Snowden 123
6 12 Temple of Boom (Aus) Piccolo (GB) Bowman Gollan 122
7 6 See the World (Aus) Danzero (Aus) Collett Pride 121
8 4 Tiger Tees (NZ) Dubawi (Ire) Rawiller Pride 121
9 14 Villa Verde (Aus) Nt A Sngle Dbt (Aus) McDnald Cmmngs 117
10 11 Satin Shoes (Aus) Flying Spur (Aus) Cassidy Conners 117
11 9 Irish Fling (NZ) Darci Brahma (NZ) du Plssis Lowry 114
12 10 Kencella (Aus) Excd and Excl (Aus) Schfield O’Shea 114
13 3 Whittington (Aus) Tale of the Cat Berry Waterhse 114
14 7 Anatina (Aus) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Williams Smerdon 114
Cont. p19

Did You Know?...
Champion SHE=S A TIGER 

(Tale of the Cat)
was tabbed as a 

J  “TDN Rising Star”  J
Visit the TDN Rising Stars section

on our website!

SO. HEMISPHERE PREVIEWS

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/shared_content.cfm?id=282
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/rising_stars/
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 TELL IT TO THE TDN...
Want to send a “Letter to the Editor” of the

Thoroughbred Daily News? Our address is 60
Broad St., Red Bank, NJ, 07701; or send a fax to:
(732) 747-8955; an e-mail to:
editor@thoroughbreddailynews.com

Southern Hemisphere Previews cont.

Friday evening, Awapuni, New Zealand, post time: 10:41 p.m. EDT
MANAWATU SIRES’ PRODUCE S.-G1, NZ$225,000 (US$193,748),
2yo, 1400mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 13 Prince Mambo (NZ) Thewayyouare Johnson McKee 124
2 11 Artic Wolf (NZ) Keeper (Aus) Myers Molloy 124
3 8 Elvis (NZ) Road To Rock (Aus) Bolton Hutchings 124
4 5 Passing Shot (NZ) Swiss Ace (Aus) Riddell McKee 124
5 15 Tornado Alley (Aus) Bachelor Duke No rider Manning 124
6 6 Hero I Am (Aus) Hussonet Grylls P&J McKay124
7 10 Wealth Prince (NZ) Sufficient (NZ) Tinsley Gillovic 124
8 12 O’Marilyn (Aus) O’Reilly (NZ) Spratt McKee 120
9 16 Platinum Balos (Aus) Bernardini No rider Latta 120
10 2 Way In (Aus) Thewayyouare No rider Ritchie 120
11 14 Silk Belt (NZ) Alamosa (NZ) No rider Gray 120
12 9 Cherry Vain (Aus) Nicconi (Aus) Harris Tiley 120
13 1 Justa Secret (NZ) Sakhee’s Scret (GB) No rider Latta 120
14 4 Kewzero (NZ) Perfectly Rdy (Aus) No rider Bourke 120
15 7 Twice Smitten (Aus) Bernardini Myers Srgnt&Alln 120

Saturday, Turffontein, South Africa, post time: 11:30 a.m. EDT
SA CLASSIC-G1, R2,000,000 (US$187,319), 3yo, 1800mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 4 Louis The King (Saf) Black Minnaloushe Fradd Woodruff
2 6 Forest Indigo (Saf) Judpot Shea Laird
3 8 As You Like (Saf) Tiger Ridge Mienie Laird
4 12 Bouclette Top (Arg) Giant’s Causeway Khumalo Laird
5 10 Mister Cricket (Saf) Judpot Fyd’Hrbe Laird
6 14 Taarish (Aus) Encosta de Lago (Aus) Marwing de Kock
7 11 Mercado (Saf) Toreador Danielsn Tarry
8 3 Lance (Saf) Jet Master (Saf) SCRATCHED
9 2 Bezanova (Saf) Bezrin Herholdt Laird
10 1 Hillbrow (Saf) Right Approach (GB) Brown Magner
11 9 Umgiyo (Aus) Danehill Dancer (Ire) Delpech de Kock
12 13 Silva Hawk (Saf) Silvano (Ger) Neisius Tarry
13 5 Fort Bellini (Saf) Fort Wood Lerena Tarry
14 7 Supertube (Aus) Where’s That Tiger (Aus) Hatt Tarry
All carry 128 pounds.

Saturday, Turffontein, South Africa, post time: 10:05 a.m. EDT
HORSE CHESTNUT S.-G1, R1,000,000 (US$93,659), 3yo/up, 1600mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 9 Pomodoro (Saf) Jet Master (Saf) Lerena Tarry
2 10 Capetown Noir (Saf) Western Winter Neisius Knnemyer
3 5 Yorker (Saf) Jet Master (Saf) Fradd Woodruff
4 1 Snowdon (Saf) Western Winter Fyd’Hrbe Ferraris
5 6 Whiteline Fever (Saf) Right Approach (GB) Strydom Tarry
6 2 Wylie Hall (Aus) Redoute’s Choice (Aus) Marwing Marwing
7 8 Tellina (Saf) Silvano (Ger) Hatt Woodruff
8 4 Uncle Tommy (Saf) Kahal (GB) Fourie Marwing
9 3 Glorious Jet (Saf) Jet Master (Saf) Chambrs Gray
10 12 Gitiano (Saf) Mullins Bay Shea Laird
11 11 Lockheed Jetstar (Saf) Jet Master (Saf) Mienie Woodruff
12 7 Espumanti (GB) Dansili (GB) Delpech de Kock
All carry 132 pounds bar Espumanti, 125 pounds.

Saturday, Turffontein, South Africa, post time: 10:45 a.m. EDT
SA FILLIES CLASSIC-G1, R1,000,000 (US$93,659), 3yo, f, 1800mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 1 Arcetri Pink (Aus) Rock of Gibraltar (Ire) Fradd Woodruff
2 14 Winter Star (Saf) Solskjaer (Ire) Mansour van Vuurn
3 11 Not Sulking (Saf) Trippi Fyd’Hrbe Woodruff
4 9 Athina (Saf) Fort Wood Shea Soma
5 13 Along Came Polly (Saf) Judpot van Nikrk van Zyl
6 2 Mohave Princess (Aus) Mount Nelson (GB) Mienie van Zyl
7 3 For the Lads (Saf) Trippi Khumalo Tarry
8 5 Santa Carolina (Saf) Tiger Ridge Delpech de Kock
9 4 Zephira (Saf) Western Winter Strydom Woodruff
10 8 Ash Cloud (Saf) Black Minnaloushe Marwing Marwing
11 10 City of Athens (Aus) Encosta de Lago (Aus) Lerena Tarry
12 7 Coby (Saf) A P Arrow Neisius Alexander
13 6 Iswithi (Aus) Authorized (Ire) Fourie Naidoo
14 12 Windhover (Saf) Windrush Hatt Peter
All carry 128 pounds.

Click here to access TDN  Progeny PPs

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
mailto:editor@thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/progenypps/select_sire.cfm


5:25p 7th-FG, $43.7k, OC $40K/N2X, 4yo/up, 1m70yds
HRTV GoldMark Farm and Whisper Hill Farm’s MYLUTE 

(Midnight Lute) makes his 4-year-old debut, having not been
seen since an eighth-place run in the G2 Jim Dandy S. at
Saratoga in July. The Tom Amoss pupil knocked on the door
several times last season. He was beaten a neck by
Revolutionary (War Pass) almost exactly a year ago in the 
G2 Louisiana Derby, finished a late-closing fifth in the 
GI Kentucky Derby, and filled out the trifecta in the 
GI Preakness S. Brisnet.com PPs

                                                                     

TODAY’S INSIGHTS

Yesterday=s Results:
8th-GPX, $45,500, Alw, Opt. Clm. ($100,000), C,
4yo/up, f/m, 1mT, 1:34 2/5, fm.
1--COFFEE CLIQUE, 119, f, 4, Medaglia d'Oro--Miss
   Chapin, by Royal Academy. O-Amerman Racing LLC;
   B-Mrs Jerry Amerman (KY); T-Brian A Lynch. Lifetime
   Record: GSW, 9-4-1-1, $216,965. 
2--Orion Moon (Fr), 119, m, 5, Manduro (Ger)--Okocha
   (Ger), by Platini (Ger).
3--She's Spooky, 119, f, 4, With Distinction--Silver
   Spook, by Silver Deputy. ($27,000 RNA 2yo >12
   OBSAPR).
Margins: HD, 3, 3/4. Odds: 2.10, 3.50, 10.40.
   Coffee Clique, winner of a course-and-distance
optional claimer here last February, finished fourth in
the GIII Herecomesthebride S. in March and was
promoted from third to second in a roughly run renewal
of the Secret Grace S. here later that month. She
returned to trainer Brian Lynch=s Woodbine home base
for the spring and summer, annexing the GIII Selene S.
by four lengths in May before finishing fourth against
her elders in the GII Dance Smartly S. in July. The
Amerman homebred had not been seen since a third-
place run in the
GIII Ontario
Colleen S. 
Aug. 27, and
entered off an
unassuming
worktab over
the Palm
Meadows main
track. Hard-
held early by
Joel Rosario,
the narrow
second choice
was hung three
or four deep into the first turn before tugging her way
up to sit third and in the clear down the backside. She
asserted for command in upper stretch, kicked clear
and found the wire just in time to hold off fast-closing
Orion Moon. "She's always been a filly that we had a
lot of hope for," Lynch said. "She had a few ankle
chips at the end of last season, so we cleaned them up
and we're hoping to have a good year with her up at
Woodbine. This was a great start back for her." Click
for the brisnet.com chart or VIDEO.

Yesterday=s Results:
7th-LRL, $46,654, Alw, Opt. Clm. ($25,000-$20,000),
NW2X, 4yo/up, f/m, 5 1/2f, 1:06 3/5, ft.
IN MID HEIR (f, 4, Wildcat Heir--Rhythm in Shoes {SW,
SW, $169,507}, by Rhythm) cruised by 11 1/4 lengths
first up at Charles Town last May, and resurfaced at
that same bullring Feb. 1 to best second-level
allowance foes by five lengths. Shipping up from West
Virginia off a :47 1/5 bullet Mar. 15, the 7-5 favorite
went straight to the lead as expected, built up a
significant cushion at the top of the lane and had 
1 3/4 lengths to spare at the line. Hot Fun (Latent Heat)
completed the exacta. Lifetime Record: 3-3-0-0,
$56,850. Click for the brisnet.com chart or VIDEO.
O/B-New Farm (FL). T-Jeff C Runco. 

Yesterday=s Results:
7th-FGX, $37,450, Alw, Opt. Clm. ($17,500), NW1X,
4yo/up, 6f, 1:09, ft.
COUNTERCYCLICAL (g, 4, Circular Quay--City of
Dreams, by Carson City), claimed for $25,000 from
Klaravich Stables, Bill Lawrence and trainer Chad Brown
when second on debut at Saratoga last August,
resurfaced to be third at Canterbury a month later. But
he proved a savvy pick-up by his connections last time
when he aired by 12 1/2 lengths with a 100 Beyer
Speed Figure over this track and trip Feb. 7, and was
looking to return to winning ways off a fourth in the
salty Duncan F. Kenner S. Feb. 7. Installed the 4-5
choice, the chestnut recovered from an awkward start
to control the pace and draw away by eight easy
lengths. Mean Marine (Honour and Glory) was second.
The winner is a half to Dream of Atlantis (Stormy
Atlantic), SP, $225,839. Sales history: $14,000 wlng
'10 OBSOCT; $85,000 2yo >12 OBSAPR. Lifetime
Record: 5-2-1-1, $60,890. Click for the brisnet.com
chart or VIDEO. 
O-Al & Bill Ulwelling. B-Nick & Jaqui de Meric & Ralph
Paticchio (FL). T-Gary M Scherer.

       AROUND THE WORLD THURSDAY, MARCH 27, 2014

Coffee Clique (inside) holds on
A Coglianese

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/progenypps/pps_report.cfm?sire_name=midnightlute
http://pdfs.thoroughbreddailynews.com/generic_upload/pdf/UWB032714MyluteAlw.PDF
http://www.twinspires.com/content/?utm_source=thoroughbreddailynews&utm_medium=newsletterbanner&utm_content=&utm_campaign=100si
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/progenypps/pps_report.cfm?sire_name=FootstepsinthesandGB
http://www.brisnet.com/cgi-bin/instant_pdf.cgi?type=inc&country=USA&track=GP&date=2014-03-26&race=8&src=tdn
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/video/index.cfm?race_code=201403261632GPM8
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/progenypps/pps_report.cfm?sire_name=wildcatheir
http://www.brisnet.com/cgi-bin/instant_pdf.cgi?type=inc&country=USA&track=LRL&date=2014-03-26&race=7&src=tdn
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/video/index.cfm?race_code=201403261544LRM7
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/progenypps/pps_report.cfm?sire_name=circularquay
http://www.brisnet.com/cgi-bin/instant_pdf.cgi?type=inc&country=USA&track=FG&date=2014-03-26&race=7&src=tdn
http://www.brisnet.com/cgi-bin/instant_pdf.cgi?type=inc&country=USA&track=FG&date=2014-03-26&race=7&src=tdn
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/video/index.cfm?race_code=201403261723JGD7
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/thoroughbred-daily-news/id747775988?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D4
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Interested in standardbreds
as well? Click here to sign up
for our sister publication... 

First/second-crop starters to watch: Monday, March 10
Sire (Sire’s Sire), current farm, 2010 Fee, #foals of racing age/Winners/
BlackTypeWnrs * Race #-track, race type, distance, runner, odds (if available)
COLONEL JOHN (Tiznow), WinStar, $15K, 186/15/2
2-AQU, Msw, 1m, Colonel Juanita, $50K OBS APR 2yo, 15-1
PARADING (Pulpit), Claiborne, $4K, 100/12/0
8-FG, Msw, 7 1/2fT, Ft Davis, 12-1
5-AQU, Aoc, 1m, Lady Paradime, 20-1
PIONEEROF THE NILE (Empire Maker), WinStar, $15K, 158/21/2
4-SPL, Stk, 1 1/4m, Social Inclusion, $60K KEE SEP yrl, 20-1
4-SPL, Stk, 1 1/4m, Cairo Prince, $250K KEE SEP yrl, 6-1
THEWAYYOUARE (Kingmambo), Coolmore Stud, 144/13/0
3-SA, Msw, 1mT, +Duke of Cornwall, 6-1
6-LRL, Aoc, 1m, Another View, 8-1
TIAGO (Pleasant Tap), Adena Springs Kentucky, $4K, 52/4/0
8-OP, Aoc, 6f, Golden Tiago, $18K IOW SEP yrl, 30-1
TWO STEP SALSA (Petionville), Get Away Farm, $5K, 85/17/0
5-AQU, Aoc, 1m, Flaring, $22K OBS APR 2yo, 30-1
UNBRIDLED EXPRESS (Unbridled's Song), Hidden Springs, $1K, 12/3/1
8-FG, Msw, 7 1/2fT, Union Express, 8-1
YESBYJIMMINY (Yes It's True), Bridlewood Farm, $3K, 49/8/1
8-GP, Msw, 5fT, Yes That's Me, $37K OBS OPN 2yo, 5-1
 

 

IN BRITAIN:
Lady Lunchalot, f, 4, More Than Ready--Betty Johanne,
   by Johannesburg. LIN, 3-26, 12f (AWT). B-Mr F W
   Hertrich III. *$50,000 wlng >10 KEENOV; ,60,000
   yrl >11 DONAUG; $45,000 yrl >11 FTKJUL; 6,000gns
   RNA HRA >13 TATJUL.

Cataria Girl, m, 5, Discreet Cat--Elaflaak (SW-Eng), by
   Gulch. KMP, 3-26, 10f (AWT). B-Shadwell Farm LLC.
   *2,500gns HRA >12 TATJUL.

Yesterday=s Results:
4th-LIN, ,5,000, Mdn, 3yo, 7f (AWT), 1:25.43, ft.
PASSING BY (GB) (f, 3, Raven=s Pass--Miss Anabaa
{GB} {GSW-Ire & SP-Fr, $116,044}, by Anabaa), last
seen finishing third in a course-and-distance maiden in
mid-December, was sent off the 11-4 second favorite
and was sent straight to the lead. Tackled by Munfallet
(Ire) (Royal Applause {GB}) in the straight, the
52,000gns TATDEC weanling and 130,000gns
TATOCT yearling held on to score by 3/4 of a length.
Lifetime Record: 3-1-0-2, ,4,141. VIDEO, courtesy
attheraces.com.
O-Saeed Manana. B-Mr C J Mills (GB). T-Richard
Hannon.

ITM LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE
   Irish Thoroughbred Marketing has launched a new
website designed as a source of information for all
things concerning the Thoroughbred industry in Ireland.
The multilingual site includes a horse ratings search tool
that enables buyers and bloodstock agents to filter and
search for horses using a number of different criteria.
The site also features sales dates, trainer contacts,
racecourse information, a map of boarding farms,
stallion nominations and racehorse ownership
information. It is optimized for both mobile and desktop
technology.
   AVisitors to the site will be treated to an easily
navigable experience that is not only aesthetically
pleasing and filled with wonderful imagery but is also a
source of up-to-date information and news from around
the world,@ said Elaine Hatton, General Manager of ITM.
AThe >media center= is a rich source of material that will
be welcomed by journalists and others with an interest
in facts and figures.@   
   The site can be accessed at www.itm.ie.
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APPOINTMENTS
 Faisal Al Rahmani  
 $ Appointed Arqana representative in the Gulf region
 $ Al Rahmani in 2002 created Emirates Bloodstock, a

company serving the equine industry across the
Middle East and involved in the organization of
auction sales in Qatar and Saudi Arabia. He is also
in charge of Al Ain Racecourse.

 $ Arqana Chairman Eric Hoyeau said: AThis
collaboration fits within an internationalization
strategy which Arqana has been striving to
implement since its inception in 2006. Indeed, the
Gulf region has great potential in terms of export
to various segments of the market such as horses
in training, broodmares and the very niche market
of Purebred Arabians. The Arqana-Emirates
Bloodstock link up will also facilitate 
relationships with many local owners who have
horses in training in Europe, giving them the 
opportunity to discover racing and breeding in
France. Based in Dubai but very active in the 
neighboring Emirates countries, in Qatar, Kuwait,
Oman and Saudi Arabia, Faisal Al Rahmani will 
be a valuable spokesperson for all buyers from the
Gulf countries.@ 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://harnessracingupdate.com/websignup.cfm
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/progenypps/pps_report.cfm?sire_name=coloneljohn
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/progenypps/pps_report.cfm?sire_name=parading
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/progenypps/pps_report.cfm?sire_name=pioneerofthenile
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/progenypps/pps_report.cfm?sire_name=thewayyouare
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/progenypps/pps_report.cfm?sire_name=Tiago
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/progenypps/pps_report.cfm?sire_name=MoreThanReady
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/progenypps/pps_report.cfm?sire_name=DiscreetCat
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/progenypps/pps_report.cfm?sire_name=RavensPass
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/video/atr.cfm?info=LIN_2014_03_26_04_1530
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/video/atr.cfm?info=LIN_2014_03_26_04_1530
http://www.itm.ie
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/linkto.cfm?link=http://www.brisnet.com/java-bris/servlet/gen_PedHome
http://www.taylormadeadvantage.com/
http://irt.com
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B R E E D E R S’  E D I T I O N
AMERICA

Yesterday=s Result:
NAGOYA DAISHOEN-Listed, -31,500,000, Nagoya,
3-26, 4yo/up, 1900m, 2:01.90, sy.
1--DANON COME ON (JPN), 119, h, 8, by Symboli Kris
   S.--Shinko Angel, by Ogygian. O-Danox Inc;
   B-Northern Farm; T-Yasutoshi Ikee; J-Yuga Kawada;
   -21,000,000. Lifetime: MGSP-Jpn, 41-9-8-4. 
   *1/2 to Wild Soldier (Jpn) (Brocco), SW-Jpn,
   $853,572; and Queen=s Barn (Jpn) (Special Week
   {Jpn}), GSW-Jpn, $1,554,435.
2--Solitary King (Jpn), 128, h, 7, King Kamehameha
   (Jpn)--Scarlet Lady(Jpn), by Sunday Silence.
   O-Sunday Racing; B-Northern Farm; -5,460,000.
3--A Shin Moreover (Jpn), 126, h, 8, Manhattan Cafe
   (Jpn)--Oregon Girl, by Rubiano. O-Eishindo Inc;
   B-Eishin Farm; -2,730,000.
Margins: 1, 1, 4. Odds: 2.90, 0.90, 5.70.

ALLOWANCE RESULTS:
6th-LRL, $46,965, Opt. Clm. ($32,000-$28,000),
NW3X, 4yo/up, a1 1/16m, 1:48, ft.
BALANCE OF POWER (g, 4, Silver Train--Woodman's
Dancer {MGSP, $298,486}, by Woodman)  Lifetime
Record: 11-5-0-1, $114,588. O-Drawing Away Stable.
B-B P Walden Jr & P W Madden (KY). T-David
Jacobson. *$22,000 RNA wlng '10 KEENOV. **Run
Sully Run (Cherokee Run), SW, $167,069;
Archarcharch (Arch), GISW, $832,744. 

3rd-HAW, $44,800, Opt. Clm. ($50,000), C, 3yo/up,
6f, 1:11 2/5, ft.
RIVER BEAR (g, 9, Unreal Zeal--Jabber {MSP,
$103,793}, by Minneapple) Lifetime Record: MSW,
54-19-8-8, $839,573. O/B-Dana Waier Thoroughbreds
LLC (IL). T-Rusty A Hellman. *Full to Lady Riss, MSW,
$325,390; 1/2 to Guccione (He=s a Tough Cat), MSP,
$193,727. 

1st-FGX, $40,500, Opt. Clm. ($35,000), C, (S),
4yo/up, 6f, 1:09 3/5, ft.
GET IN DA HOUSE (g, 6, Grand Appointment--Grable,
by Dehere) Lifetime Record: SW & MGSP, 32-10-6-8,
$488,644. O-Robert E Orth & Wesley Hawley. B-Neal
McFadden & J Adcock (LA). T-Wesley E Hawley.
*$14,000 yrl '09 LTBSEP. *1/2 to Tommy=s Turn
(Conquistador Cielo), MSP, $186,982. 

6th-FGX, $37,850, NW1X, 4yo/up, f/m, a1mT, 
1:39 2/5, fm.
ON THE SAME PAGE (m, 5, Catienus--Blue Holiday, by
Cure the Blues) Lifetime Record: SW, 22-4-4-6,
$91,613. O-L T B Inc & Miles Childers. B-Kenneth L &
Sarah K Ramsey (KY). T-Bernard S Flint. *1/2 to
Holiday for Kitten (Kitten=s Joy), GSW, $327,250. 
 

2nd-FGX, $37,450, Opt. Clm. ($50,000), NW1X, 3yo,
f, a5 1/2fT, 1:04 4/5, fm.
SYNAPSE (f, 3, Fairbanks--Sarah Lane's Oates {MSW,
$888,296}, by Sunshine Forever) Lifetime Record: SW,
9-2-1-2, $161,129. O/B-Dr Glen Warren (KY).
T-Andrew Leggio Jr. 

8th-FGX, $36,900, Opt. Clm. ($30,000), NW1X, (S),
3yo, a5 1/2fT, 1:05, fm.
WIN LION WIN (g, 3, Lion Tamer--Twinwinwin, by
Twining) Lifetime Record: 5-2-1-1, $59,747. O-Virginia
B Lazenby & Farm D'Allie Racing Stables. B-Rebecca
Farm LLC (LA). T-David P Banks. *$40,000 yrl '12
LTBSEP. **Full to Heavy On Themister, MSW,
$447,550. 

10th-SUN, $32,325, 3-25, Opt. Clm. ($25,000),
NW2$X, (S), 3yo/up, f/m, 5 1/2f, 1:03 2/5, ft.
STRAWBERRY PARK (f, 4, Devon Lane--Miss Special
Style, by Majestic Style) Lifetime Record: 5-3-0-1,
$61,341. O-Rough Country LLC. B-Western Livestock
Llc (NM). T-Weston Martin. 

9th-SUN, $29,825, 3-25, NW2L, (S), 3yo/up, f/m, 
5 1/2f, 1:03 4/5, ft.
STRAWBERRY BLING (f, 4, Your Eminence--Strawberry
Pet, by Petionville) Lifetime Record: 16-2-2-2, $47,244.
O-G Pat Salome Jr. B-Michael G Weatherly (NM). T-Fred
I Danley. *$3,000 yrl '11 RUIAUG.

7th-HAW, $29,000, NW1$BL, (S), 3yo/up, f/m,
1m70y, 1:47 2/5, ft.
PISTOLS DRAWN (f, 3, First Defence--These Eyes, by
Belong to Me) Lifetime Record: 7-2-1-0, $43,898.
O/B-Asiel Stable (IL). T-Carlos H Silva. 

8th-CTX, $27,000, 3-25, NW3LX, 4yo/up, 7f, 
1:27 2/5, ft.
ONLY SIMON (g, 4, Simon Pure--Only An Answer, by
Patton) Lifetime Record: 9-3-1-1, $54,749. O-Dennis P
Finger. B-Mr & Mrs Richard V Thompson (FL).
T-Timothy C Grams. *$4,700 RNA wlng '10 OBSOCT;
$5,000 yrl '11 OBSAUG.

8th-MNR, $22,200, 3-25, NW2L, 3yo/up, f/m, 1m,
1:44, gd.
FABULOUS MISS BEA (f, 3, Bernstein--Fabulous Sun,
by Maria's Mon) Lifetime Record: 7-2-1-0, $41,315.
O-Corrigan Racing Stable Inc. B-Farm III Enterprises &
Off The Hook Partners LLC (FL). T-Jimmy Corrigan.
*$25,000 yrl '12 KEESEP.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:
Knight of Sun, c, 4, Skip Away--Pathtothecrown, by
   Giant's Causeway. MNR, 3-25, 1m, 1:44 3/5.
   B-Green Lantern Stables LLC (KY). *$5,700 wlng '10
   KEENOV. **Raced without Lasix. 

All horses in the TDN  are bred in North America, 

unless otherwise indicated
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ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:
Exceed Sensazione (GB) f, 3, Exceed And Excel (Aus)--
   Fairy Sensazione (GB) (SP-Ity), by Fairy King. SRO,
   3-26, i14,300, 3yo, f, 7fT, 1:28.20. **1/2 to Fair
   Nashwan (GB) (Nashwan), Hwt. Older Mare-Ity at
   11-14f, GSW & MG1SP-Ity, $405,710; Fairy Nayef
   (GB) (Nayef), SW & GSP-Ity; and Fairy Efisio (GB)
   (Efisio {GB}), SW & GSP-Ity.
+Jaywalker (Ire), g, 3, Footstepsinthesand (GB)--
   Nipping (Ire) (GSW & -Fr, $167,243), by Night Shift.
   LIN, 3-26, 5f (AWT), 0:59 2/5. B-Kilfrush Stud (IRE).
My Little Jeremy (Ire), c, 3, Jeremy--My Little Girl (Ity),
   by Sikeston. SRO, 3-26, i14,300, 3yo, 10fT,
   2:28.70. *i5,000 ITSSEL.
+Cloverdale (GB), f, 4, Pivotal (GB)--Lane County, by
   Rahy. SWL, 3-26, 7f (AWT), 1:29 4/5. B-Darley
   (GB).

SOUNDWAVE, 6, Friends Lake--Echo Echo Echo, by
Eastern Echo
Foal born Jan. 21, a colt by Divine Park.
Will be bred back to Haynesfield.
Owned by Brereton C. Jones.
Boarded at Airdrie Stud.
Accomplishments: SW, $177,270.

SANTINA DOND, 6, El Prado (Ire)--Tri Skipping, by Skip
Trial
Foal born Feb. 6, a colt by Proud Citizen.
Will be bred back to Creative Cause.
Owned by B.C. Jones & Bret Jones.
Boarded at Airdrie Stud.
Accomplishments: SW, $102,889.

MISS BRICKYARD, 16, A.P. Indy--Magical Maiden, by
Lord Avie
Foal born Feb. 2, a filly by Warrior=s Reward.
Will be bred to Declaration of War.
Owned by John D. Gunther.
Boarded at Glennwood Farm.
Accomplishments: Dam of Moviesta (Hard Spun), GSW-
Eng, $175,519.
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